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summary
Climate change is having a profound effect on our planet. Changes in weather patterns,
melting ice caps, rising sea levels and desertification are all having an effect on the world’s
landscapes, both in their (architectural) appearance and their natural processes. Also, in the
world’s oceans, changing ocean currents and temperatures are having drastic effects on the
oceanic food systems. The impact of these changes on humanity is significantly problematic
as food resources become reduced, both on land and in the seas, whilst the world population
is ever growing. Additionally, many landscapes around the globe are losing their character
due to factors such as soil degradation, urbanization, and globalization; and these changing
landscapes are accompanied by a loss of identity and sense of place – things previously
connected to the cultural history and traditions of these landscapes.
The Netherlands, being a country fundamentally based on trade, agriculture and fishing,
has always profited richly from the symbiosis between land and water. Today, as sea levels
rise, many of the low lying agricultural areas are under threat, particularly in the coastal
regions, due to the influences of salt in the environment. This will no doubt increase in the
future as the sea levels rise even further. Also, the coastal defense systems protecting these
farmlands will become increasingly inefficient in the future.The idea of raising the dikes even
higher to protect the land would have a negative effect on the low lying polder areas, as the
fragility of the agricultural system becomes visually very apparent, and, significantly, does not
prevent saline ground water seepage. A concurrent problem impacting the Netherlands is
the diminishing food resources of the North Sea, which is suffering the ecological effects
of over-fishing. Considering the large fishing industry present in Dutch coastal regions, this
problem is also negatively affecting many rural economies.
With such an array of problems predicted we must start to question the long-term viability of
trying to hold on to traditional farming practices, attempting to artificially sustain a marginal
fresh water lens, and continuing with the same crops. To a landscape architect this is not a
durable solution. Instead of continually battling to keep out the salt water we propose a
more sustainable approach of adapting to these natural conditions. We believe that gradual
conversion to salt-based agriculture and aquaculture could substitute the present food
producing function of the land.
Future saline landscapes:
In coastal regions that are affected by salty conditions and where land based plant
production is not viable, extensive bio-saline aquaculture integrated with other land uses
(saline agriculture, recreation, etc.) is a new option. Besides turning the salinity into an
opportunity for economic development (new food markets) and fulfilling food demands
locally, nationally and internationally, it will also give the opportunity of creating new saline
landscapes; landscapes that can be multifunctional, sustainable (energy efficient, ecologically
sound), aesthetically pleasing and, furthermore, socially accepted (by locals, nationally and by
tourists).

We believe a new saline symbiosis is needed between land, water, people, nature and
economy, to lead to a holistic, multifunctional and socially accepted landscape which will
be resilient to climate change, and is even benefited by saline conditions. To achieve this
symbiosis we believe there are four criteria to consider when designing: Production, which
will lead to economic stimulus; Public Involvement, which will lead towards social acceptance;
Nature value, which will lead to ecological resilience; and finally Coastal defense, in cases
where coastal safety is an issue. This new symbiosis would create many opportunities for
the future – including sustainable food production, in a landscape design that will change
the existing negative attitudes towards land-based aquaculture. Multifunctional saline land
uses meeting the needs of all users, with holistic water systems that facilitate recreation and
nature development by allowing them to change naturally, will create new areas of transition
in the coastal zone. And finally, a chance for the North Sea to recover as the demand upon
its sea food will be reduced - substituted by aquaculture. The Netherlands could become
the perfect showcase for productive “Saline landscapes”’ for the future, and with its large
coastline, abundance of water, high levels of innovation and its maritime culture, it has the
potential to be a successful ambassador of such methods for other countries in the world.
With an initiative called the Zeeuwse Tong project as a basis for trying to address the
thesis, we began to investigate the spatial impact of their integrated (extensive) multi-trophic
aquaculture system on the Dutch coastal landscape. The Zeeuwse Tong project was in the
process of developing an experimental farm in North Beveland, in the province of Zeeland
(at the South East of the Netherlands). Being a good example of an area in the coastal zone
with a rural identity which is under threat from the loss of its main economic drivers, we as
landscape architects considered this farm to be a good starting point - a strong case study
to analyze the spatial impact of a farm of this nature in a rural landscape context.
We soon discovered that using the Zeeuwse Tong system alone, in a maximized form, would
not lead to our desired saline landscape. The program of the Zeeuwse Tong project, for the
‘experimental farm’, was connected mainly to one of our four criteria: that of production.
Therefore their program was used as a basis to formulate our objectives for the ‘experimental
farm’, in which we tried to enhance two of the other criteria: the public involvement and the
nature values, to analyze the impact on the landscape with a maximized use of the proposed
‘Zeeuwse Tong units (named as ‘Z.T. units’) per farm.
To achieve this we formulated an analytical framework, in which the application of the public
involvement and nature value criteria were increased in emphasis, and in which the water
system became more holistic and contextual. Also, the Zeeuwse Tong project’s pond system
was broken down into its constituent parts, and gradually adapted so as to allow for public
interaction, functioning in harmony with nature development, and contextual application.
As a result of our analytical framework we developed 3 cases to investigate. In the first
case, ‘the experimental farm’, we looked at the spatial impact of the Zeeuwse Tong project’s
pond system, in a maximized form of use. We soon discovered that due to limitations, the
program for the ‘experimental farm’ would not lead to our desired landscape. The main
thesis hypothesis is therefore tackled in the second case, ‘saline polder’, in which we increase
the influence of the public involvement and also the nature value criterion. The scale of
impact is increased, and the program is also adapted to try and create a new symbiosis

involving saline conditions. In this new symbiosis we create a collaboration of farmers, rather
than a scenario where each farmer acts independently which would result in a disorganized
and inefficient landscape. In this case the ‘Z.T. unit’ is broken down into its components, and
applied in a holistic and multifunctional way.
Hypothesis
The deconstruction (and even the up-scaling) of the components of the Zeeuwse Tong unit
will allow us to relate them better to the scale, context and specific problems of our focus
area in Zeeland, resulting in a landscape which:
- will be equally or even more profitable, with shared risk-taking by a collective of farmers
(economic viability)
- will support the existing cultural identity of the region, respect landscape (historic)
features or even increase their diversity, and will be ‘inviting’ to people, offering them saline
experiences (Genius Loci & Soul of Zeeland)
- can potentially enhance water protection systems and make the landscape more resilient
to salt water intrusion (ecological resilience)
As we researched, we discovered the ontpoldering issue (polders that are planned to be
inundated) and we saw the chance to link it to our vision of ‘sublime productive nature’. It
was also a chance to give balance to the methodology, by having the closest relation to the
nature value criteria, and due to its function (letting the sea into the polder) also the coastal
safety criterion which was not relevant in the previous cases. The case ‘Productive Nature’
would test a more natural symbiosis, utilizing natural tidal influxes and would also be of an
even larger scale and would get as close as is possible to our vision of saline landscapes. In
this thesis this case remained theoretical and is not site specific, though its location could be
connected with the locations that have been chosen for ontpoldering. This case has therefore
only been outlined and has become a proposal for further investigation.

keywords:

landscape architecture, design tools, analytical components, design, saline landscapes,
productive landscapes, aquaculture, saline agriculture, salination, multifuncionality, Zeeuwse
Tong, production, tourist interaction, nature values, experimental farm, saline polders,
multifunctionality, productive nature, sublime, natural forces, tidal influxes.
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1.1 Fear versus Fascination
Fearing the consequences of our disruption of natural systems
Hearing the sea level rising - and wonder – who is actually listening?
Urgency and obsession!
Millions listening and watching
Land use adaptation: new potential for saline nature and saline cropping?
Ecological reliance and coastal defense
A holistic landscape where the fish can dance
Productive polders of salty tasting, deltaic romance
A hundred thousand hectares of saline intrusion
Is multifunctionality just an elegant illusion?
We’re fascinated by the potential for ecological symbiosis
And to integrate humans, before this opportunity closes!
The mouth opens and screams!
Landscapes are changing and the water is green
But take a step back; keep your breath and your dreams
For the land of the future and the upcoming scenes
[by Kealan de Wit Gell]
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1.2 Global Issues
Problem of climate change
Climate change is having a profound effect on our planet. Changes in weather patterns,
melting ice caps, sea levels rising and desertification are all having their effect on the world’s
landscapes in both their (architectural) appearance and their natural processes. The world’s
oceans are also affected, with changing ocean currents and temperatures having drastic
effects on the oceanic food systems. The impact of these changes on the human race is very
problematic, as our food resources become less, both on land and in the seas, whilst our
world population is ever growing. [see Appendix Fig.1-4]
Agricultural landscapes and yields under threat
The amount of existing agricultural land will be reduced by 8-20% by 2050 due to land
degradation and the introduction of non-food production crops eg. biofuels, on them (UNEP,
2009). Also by 2050, current yields will be reduced at least an additional 5-25% due to
climate changes, soil erosion, depletion, species infestations of pathogens, weeds and insects,
water scarcity.These percentages are becoming larger if indirect factors, like socio-economic
responses, will be added to the above mentioned.
Effects of salinisation on the agricultural landscape: As the sea level rises, particularly in coastal
regions, the underground salt water seepage from the sea also increases [see Fig.1]. This in
turn means that the areas of land affected by saline intrusion will increase, particularly in the
coastal zone rendering even more agricultural land unusable for current crops. It is estimated

sea level rising
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Fig.1: Effects of sea-level rise on water
resources of low-lying coastal areas and
small islands.

The water resources of small islands and lowlying coastal areas are very susceptible to
sea-level rise. This figure illustrates the direct
impacts on the water resources sector, as well
as higher-order impacts which affect not only
that sector but most, if not all, other sectors
including health, transport and agriculture.

that 1,5 billions hectares of saline wastelands already exist globally, in which agriculture is not
possible; whilst the aerial of this is increasing by approximately 10% per year [see Fig.2].
Due to growing food demands the remaining area of usable agricultural land must produce
3.5 times more, so as not to spoil nature, therefore multifunctional land use is necessary.
Agricultural economy: In recent years the agricultural prices have been higher than ever in
history. However, it is forecasted (OECD-FAQ, 2008) that they will decline in the next two
years comparable to the last years, but not considerable so comparable to the past decades,
because of a strong supply response and continued growth in demand.The prices in 2017 are
predicted to be still 10-30% higher than in the past decade (OECD, 2008) but in the general
long-term outlook, although it is quite uncertain, a decline is expected. World bank, 2008,
predicts that there will be a decline of roughly 0,7 percent per year until 2030 (World Bank,
2008b).
Over fishing due to growing population
The worlds oceans and seas, have always contributed largely towards the human food
demand, with their large abundance of food resources. While the world’s human population
has grown the demand for food has also grown. Consequentially, the oceans and seas have
been put under pressure because of the demand for fish and seafood has outweighed the
supply, i.e. what the oceans are capable of naturally producing [see Fig.3 & 4], resulting even
to losses and degradation of marine ecosystems [see Appendix Fig.5].
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Fig.2: Saline Wastelands globally
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Fig.3: World fisheries and aquaculture production (million tonnes).

The global fisheries catch has levelled off, reflecting a growing decline in most major fishing areas.This graphic shows the
amount of global aquaculture production and of global capture fishery catches in millions of tonnes per year. It is evident
that the increasing world population should be compensated with an increase in aquaculture, as the extraction from the
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wild supply has reached its maximum.
Current projections for aquaculture suggest that previous growth is unlikely to be sustained in the future as a result of
limits to the availability of wild marine fish for aquaculture feed (FAO, 2008). Small pelagic fish make up 37% of the total
marine capture fisheries landings. Of this, 90% (or 27% of total landings) are processed into fishmeal and fish oil with the
remaining 10% used directly for animal feed (Alder et al., 2008).
0
New sustainable systems involving aquaculture are needed
to be developed.
1950
1955
1960
1965
UNEP
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Source: The State of World Fisheries and Aquaculture 2000, Food a

As the seafood stocks started to deplete, the fishermen resorted to unsound practices, which
were not sustainable, to be able to survive financially. This damage affected the recovery
rates of the ecosystems in many of the world’s waters. Restrictions on fishing practices have
managed to curb this problem, but it has become very evident that a large scale problem is
starting to arise.
The new threats that climate changes bring, could have an even more drastic effect on the
oceanic systems, which in turn would negatively effect the fish stocks, and the valuable food
resource, rich in omega 3 and proteins, would be lost, for many people in the world, some of
which are very dependant on these resources to survive. As well as this, many of the world’s
coastal countries will be affected economically, as their fishing industries are in decline.

Aquaculture is a way to meet the growing fish demands but it is calculated that, if the fish
consumption rate per capita will stay at the same level as nowadays, aquaculture needs to
produce an additional 28.8 millions tones each year.
Additionally, today most aquaculture is focusing on seaweeds, shellfish and other species that
are low in the food chain, so new systems of aquaculture are needed that will involve also
products higher in the food chain, and preferable extensive aquaculture systems since are
more environmental sustainable.
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Broad cultural perspectives concerning changing landscapes
Globally, a lot of landscapes are loosing their character due to the effects of climate change,
the degradation of the ground, the water scarcity; or because of the expansion of cities
(urbanization), the growing populations, the industrialization, the growing energy demands;
and most profoundly, through globalization. Resulting: to landscapes that they look alike, to
more urban or industrial landscapes and to fewer rural ones and even to large areas of new
nature, which is not always considered welcome, as they offer little economic stimulus. A big
impact of these changing landscapes is that, almost everywhere, there is a loss of identity and
feeling of place, which were before connected to the cultural history and traditions of these
places. This in turn is having an effect on the culture itself, as without its reminders, it starts
to dwindle and we are left with a generic aesthetic of consumerism. Additionally, since in
many places the culture is a strong commodity and essential for tourism, the last declines as
the authenticity of the tourist experience is becoming less specific and more general.

Changing landscape: comparison between the years 1974 and 2000

When talking to someone from a strong traditional rural area, like in Zeeland, you will soon
get the impression that people have an unease about changes to their landscape as most
have a strong mental image of how the landscape should be, based on strong traditions.They
tend to be afraid of transformations concerning environments that they are used to see and
experience in a particular/specific way (living, working, recreating). They are afraid of new
environments, not only because they cannot relate to them anymore from the perspective
of their roots and culture, or when concerning productive landscapes, for the lack of
knowledge about the new products that could be produced, but also because a lot of these
transformations have profound effects on the economy, as well as, on people’s professions.

17

Fig.5: Half of the Netherlands is under water level Hoogte100cm.
It is evident how the entire coastal zone of the Netherlands is below sea
level, except for a few dune areas along the beach line.
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1.3 Effects in the Netherlands
The Netherlands, being a country fundamentally based on trade, agriculture and fishing, has
always profited richly from the symbiosis between land and water. For instance by inventing
the polder systems, where huge areas of fertile land were created for agriculture, in areas
that were originally marshlands or inland lakes, which in a natural state would be full of
water.
The water is held back using dikes, and with complex drainage systems the excess rain water
is transported and eventually pumped out. These polder areas, up until now, have been very
good for agricultural purposes and with good fresh water conditions, and soil disposition,
good yields were achieved.
Climate changes will affect the Netherlands in several ways. There will be increased rainfall,
particularly in the winter, and the showers will be more intensive. Sea levels will rise
and the waves will become more turbulent, long term safety is therefore an issue in the
Netherlands.

the polders
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Salt ‘experiences’ nowadays
Bureau Lofvers, 2007

Fig.8: SaltWater landareas 2050
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bewerking van:
Wandkaart Nederland 1:250.000, uitgave Topografische Dienst Emmen, 2005
Atlas van Nederland, Stichting Wetenschappelijke Atlas van Nederland’s Gravenhage 1987

Farming becoming financially not viable
Today, as sea levels rise, these artificially drained areas are under threat of salt water seepage
penetrating the fresh water systems, on which the agriculture depends. When we look
towards the future, with the almost inevitable changes in climate that are predicted, the
problems which could potentially arise in the Netherlands would be numerous. With its
low position relative to sea level [see Fig.5], the many polder areas, some which are several
meters below sea level, will be effected, with traditional fresh water based farming becoming
financially not viable in these areas.
In the Netherlands, particularly in the coastal regions [see Fig.6] the salt water seepage from
deeper lying aquifers is penetrating fresh water systems on which the agriculture depends.
On top of the salt water seepage, another factor which is having an effect on increasing
salt levels is the salt water spray. Due to the fact that the wind is from a western direction,
bringing salt spray along with it from the sea [see Appendix Fig.9]. The factors mentioned
above contribute to the salt experiences in the landscape nowadays [see Fig.7] and Zeeland
is the region that is experiencing this the most. The area of influence of these factors will
increase with time [see Fig.8 & Appendix Fig.7], due to changing weather patterns and the
sea rising, rendering more and more land to saline conditions and traditional fresh water
agriculture will become extremely difficult and costly. As it is predicted, in about 10years
time there will be about 125.000ha saline area in the Netherlands.
21
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Fig.9: Saline intrusion on the coastal zone.

Intrusion of the salt water occurs cause the average polder areas lay lower than the average sea level.The fresh water lens
is the only thing holding back the saline intrusion from deeper lying aquifers.

Water systems are changing in relation to salt contents due to salt water seepage. This is
creating various types of water systems from fresh – brackish – salty. Existing land based
plant species are therefore being affected, some positively and some negatively. Plants which
cannot tolerate salty conditions are dying or are doing badly. The greatest negative effect of
this situation is on the farming of certain crops, which rely on fresh water.
Ground shrinkage in the summers will enhance the problem:
Another problem which arises with climate change is the longer dry periods, predicted in
the summer, which cause the ground to sink lower as the water content gets lower. This
then result’s in a reduction of the fresh water lens, as the evaporation and absorption by
vegetation is greater than the amount of precipitation. This is particularly so in the polder
areas [see Fig.9].
To enhance the problem further there is the factor of water extraction for various other
uses such as, drinking, industry and agriculture. Therefore the fresh water is becoming even
22

scarcer.As the fresh water acts as a buffer against salt water seepage from the sea, a reduction
of this buffer will create even larger areas where saline infiltration takes place.
It is quite obvious that some of the before mentioned factors can become hugely problematic
in the future.The question then arises, what to do about it? Should we simply raise the dikes,
or try transporting fresh water over huge distances, to try to buffer the ever increasing
pressure of the sea? These solutions would be very costly, and also would not be sustainable.
As the problem lies not only on the surface, but also underground. No construction would
be able to counter the increased pressure from salt groundwater aquifers, as the sea level
rises, and it is inevitable that the influence of salt water will ever increase, and particularly
so in the coastal regions.
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Fig.10: Table showing fish
Food fish Catches & Shellfish
Fish Farming
Imports
demands in the Netherlands
and how they are met. It becomes obvious that the demands are much higher than the production.

Agricultural economy
In addition to all the above mentioned the future of agriculture in the Netherlands is
uncertain since farms that are too small, land areas to expensive to maintain and Dutch are
not competitive enough in terms of commodities in the global market (W. Brandenburg,
2007).
Over fishing in North sea
Along with many other seas and oceans in the world, the North Sea is also feeling the effects
of over fishing. The Netherlands, with its large fishing industry has also contributed to this
problem. In the film documentary (Earth report, 2006), The Netherlands is quoted to have
the worst rating in the world for damage to the seabed in local waters. The various flat fish
Sole, tarbot, etc. which inhabit the seabed, are popular fish to eat in the Netherlands, and
they fetch high prices in the markets, This has resulted in unsound fishing practices, such as
dredging, causing serious damage to these ecosystems, and their recovery rate. [see Fig.10].
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Cultural perspective concerning rural landscapes
As we named before, many of the rural areas are under threat and of course also the
economies of these places, which are largely based on agriculture and/or animal husbandry.
In the Netherlands there is a strong agricultural culture present and where the atmosphere
and culture of a place is of a rural nature, the rural traditions are under threat.
Also coastal defense systems, that protect the farmland, are becoming insufficient for the
future, so there are ideas to raise these dikes even higher to protect the land from sea levels
rising and heavier storms. Doing this would have a negative effect on the low lying polder
areas, as the fragility of the agricultural system becomes visually very apparent, and as well as
the saline water can not be stopped moving under the ground. A change is needed that will
not only retain the identity of a place, but must also be sustainable, in the defensive sense
and the economic sense.
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1.4 Chances for multifunctional
‘saline landscapes’
With all these predicted problems we must start to question if trying to hold on to
traditional farming, by trying to sustain a marginal fresh water lens, and continuing with the
same crops and practices, or not. To a landscape architect this is not a durable solution. It is
not a matter of trying to keep the salt water out! We believe, that we should try to adapt
to these conditions. The gradual conversion to salt based agriculture and aquaculture, could
substitute the food producing function of the land
=> new aquaculture and saline agriculture:The possibilities in such situations are obvious. New
forms of saline agriculture, fish farms, mangroves, aquaculture, as well as new forms of nature
and tourism, could all become viable ways to stimulate economies and counter to the food
shortage predictions, in a sustainable and ecological way.
=> new saline landscapes: Farmers could continue farming their land, food demands would
be met, and most of all a beautiful new kind of saline landscape could develop for people
to discover, with saline nature, saline products and new landscape typologies. A landscape
that establishes a new balance with its environmental conditions, and therefore will also be
sustainable for the future.
Chance for fish stocks to replenish in the North Sea:
Fish farming in inland saline aquaculture systems, could fulfill future fish demands. The new
saline water systems that develop due to this will be durable to the future increase in saline
conditions. By increasing the amount of aquaculture, the fish stocks at sea could begin to
recover. Considering the demand for fish in the Netherlands is slowly growing, whilst at the
same time the amount of imports is increasing, due to fish stocks becoming lower, more land
based aquaculture could replace this, [see Fig.10].
Changing water systems in the coastal zone, new transitions: The general effects of salinisation,
on nature, are beneficial. The kinds of transitions in low to higher salt contents from fresh
to saline are rich in biodiversity, and potentially can contain a large number of habitats. The
effect of this increase in salt is the appearance of new species of flora which do prefer salty
conditions, which in turn is creating new ecological systems.
Netherlands as the perfect showcase
Productive “Saline landscapes” for the future and the Netherlands, with its large coastline,
abundance of water, high levels of innovation and its maritime culture, could be the perfect
showcase for other countries in the world.
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the Zeeuwse Tong project
[see also Appendix _ part 2]

Whilst searching for new saline land uses, with in mind aquaculture, we discovered a project
called Zeeuwse Tong, an initiative in the province of Zeeland. This project has carried out by
a consortium of 9 private companies, Wageningen University and Hogeschool Zeeland and
temporarily we became part of their multidisciplinary team.
Zeeuwse Tong is an environmental sustainable project that deals with an integrated (extensive)
multitrophic aquaculture system with large spatial requirements, and has a clear long term
objective: the development of a new and competitive economic sector involving the land
based production of sole, in combination with ragwarms, shellfish, algae and saline crops. It is
calculated that this production system can replace agricultural systems with five to even ten
times more profit and their vision is to create, in the long term, a sector of 10.000ha of land
based aquaculture (their production system).
Z.T. project has different research areas considering for example the production of sole,
ragwarms, algae and cockles, and their interaction, the pond design and conditioning, as
well as the design of the first integrated multitrophic saline farm. At the current time the
project is in the experimental stages, with an experimental farm to be realized within 2009,
meaning that the project has reached the stage where the spatial impact of their system in
the landscape need to be tested, and being the field of the landscape architect, we involved
in these research area of the project and we even used their work as a basis for further
development.
And we did so because we realized that this project will create
- New markets: to stimulate the economy (enhance localized markets / high quality export
food products, )
- New landscapes: as land is converted to water and the ponds will have a drastic visual impact
on the existing landscape. And we saw that these new landscapes beside been productive
could developed further more to be sustainable, ecologically sound and beautiful.
- New water/land relationship: new types of transition between the sea and the land
And further more
_ Knowledge for the world by design research (it is an example for the world about what
can be done in the coastal regions that are suffering from salination)
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1.5 General statement
for saline landscapes for the future
In coastal regions that are affected by salty conditions and where land based plant production is not
viable, extensive bio-saline aquaculture integrated with other land uses (saline agriculture, recreation,
etc.) is a new option. Besides turning the salinity to an opportunity for economic development (new
food markets) and fulfilling food demands locally, nationally and internationally, it will also give
the chance of creating new saline landscapes; landscapes that can be multifunctional, sustainable
(energy efficient, ecologically sound), aesthetically pleasing, and further more social accepted (by
locals, nationally and by tourists).

Applying aquaculture with the Zeeuwse Tong pond system
In our thesis we question the viability of saline aquaculture, in the face of future uncertainties,
aiming to create Saline landscapes to anticipate the future. We intend to contribute within
the Zeeuwse Tong project, and hope to even inspire and encourage the local people and
politicians to pursue with this fascinating Dutch contribution to a global challenge.We intend
to use the pond system developed by the Zeeuwse Tong project as a starting point for our
thesis.While considering our role as landscape architects, our job would be to fit this farm in
the landscape so that it can function efficiently and that it is in harmony with the surrounding
nature.
Thesis is based in Zeeland
For extensive aquaculture, such as with the Zeeuwse Tong project, large spaces are needed
near or along the coastline. Along the Belgium and Dutch coast there is little space as it
is a highly urbanized area. The only place it seems that looks like this form of extensive
aquaculture can be applied is Zeeland, the last remaining large rural area with also the largest
coastal zone of 900km. This is also why Zeeuwse Tong is focusing there.
Zeeland has many favorable polder environments for salt water ponds as there is much flat
land and large amounts of clean salt water, required for the ponds, are available. At the same
time Zeeland has a keen knowledge and expertise of mariculture, with many companies
which could be involved in the project. There are already outlets for fish and shellfish and
the region has a culinary tradition and interest in seafood.
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Zeeland is one of the 12 proveniences of the Netherlands and it is situated in the extreme
South-West of the country.
Scale levels and perspectives
(The perspectives of an area changes as the scale level you are considering changes.)
in European scale: Zeeland:

_lays beside the heavily shipped North Sea
coast

_is an estuary and Delta area of three main
northern European rivers

_ is a green open-space oasis between highly
urbanised areas

_ is part of the coastal ecological zone of
the North-West Europe
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in National scale: Zeeland is seen as a vital delta zone, the only one in the Netherlands, characterized by important harbour activities; a green blue space which contains unique cities,
rare landscape characteristics and various National landscapes and parks within the various
regions.
in Provincial scale: Zeeland is seen as a place with soft values, such us ‘rest space’ and nature,
while at the same time is also seen as a dynamic living and working environment. It is a
province “always near water” so it is characterized from a lot of transitions between water
a land; a province with high diversity in nature (natural qualities) and with important cultural
heritage and history
in Local scale: the Zeeuw, who is working / living / recreating sees Zeeland as an open character landscape, with important cultural history and a lot of environmental qualities.

2.1 Political and Economic
Conflicting policies
The province of Zeeland is surrounded by highly populated areas: in the north by the
Randstad, in the south by the Vlaamse Ruit and in the east the cities in Brabandt. But in
contrast to this, Zeeland is itself very open and has a rural identity, and this is an image the
province strives for, as it is important for many factors. However, in contradiction to this,
with only 2.5% of the population of the Netherlands, Zeeland uses 20% of the total energy
requirement of all the provinces in the Netherlands, due to heavy industry, ie. aluminium
production, which is the main economic driver.
Vulnerable regional economy
There is a low economic growth rate in Zeeland, with the job market which goes with it.
Dynamics and investment are lacking in rural areas.The other main economic drivers, besides
heavy industry, some of which are of a more rural nature, are: harbours, agribusiness, fishing
industry, recreation and tourism. These drivers also have many conflict points and threats,
which makes the regional economy structurally vulnerable. [see Appendix _part6_in 6.1.1]
The vulnerability of agriculture is important in the economic sense, and in spatial usage, as
it accounts for 80% of the total land area. Many of Zeeland’s, once fertile, polder areas are
being affected by salinity and therefore farming is becoming financially not viable, as crop
yields get lower. Also Zeeland’s fishing industry is slowly shrinking, as yearly less and less fish
are caught. This has reduced the economic stimuli in the region, as working as a fisherman
is becoming no longer an option. Gradually this would lead to a loss in cultural heritage and
potential tourism.
The regional way of life is under threat because of the loss of these economic drivers in
the province, and the result of this is a reduction of the population in Zeeland for lack of
jobs, particularly amongst the younger part of the population, as people move away from
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the province to search for work. The result of this is that there is a grey society, with only
growth in the 65 plus range [Fig.11].

AGE

2004 (%)

2029 (%)

+/-

65 and older

17 %

26 %

+9%

20 - 65

59 %

53 %

-6%

0 - 20

24 %

21%

-3%

Fig.11: Demographics and Population
development.
Grey society - Increase in older range of
population

On the other hand, Zeeland also has several strong points: being close to deep seawater, an
attractive environment and a strong tourist product, a good living environment and climate.
These strong points will become ever more important in the future, as these environments
are becoming scarce in north-western Europe

Opportunities that saline landscapes can offer

_ Productive saline landscapes for the future would enhance the rural identity of the region, rather
than support an industrial image.
_

They will strengthen the regional economy, since traditional agriculture will be replaced by a
more profitable land use (seafood products being of substantially more value than most crops).

_

The decline in the fishing industry, and its negative economic effect, can be revived with
aquaculture
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2.2 Tourism and Culture
Tourism is an important economic factor within Zeeland, and much of the landscape
is geared towards this. There is a large seasonal influx in population (and a large tourist
residential sector), to cater for this, resulting even to high pressure on the local infrastructures
in the high season. [see Appendix _part6_in 6.1.1]
Therefore, the regional identity (identity and character of city and land) is highly
significant not only for the locals but also for the tourists. There are clear guidelines for:
image quality, landscape, history and cultural heritage, whereby recognition, alternation and
variety are key words and wholeness, fragmentation and verrommeling are the threats.
Physical landscape structure: The structure of the landscape and its unique atmosphere,
characterized by openness and endless transitions of land and water, are one of the main
reasons why people like to be in Zeeland.
Landscape qualities that encourage tourists:
						
						
						
						
						

- Open space
- Land/water transitions
- 900km of coastline
- Ecological diversity
- National landscapes
- Rich in history

Cultural historical elements: The culture of Zeeland has a strong correlation to its history.
A combination of maritime activity, fishing and farming, together with the endless battle
against the sea and land reclamation, contribute to this strong cultural identity.There are also
many defensive elements to be found, from historical conflicts, and religious buildings. These
cultural factors are also partly a reason for people to visit the region, so adhering to this will
have an effect on tourism, and the pride of the locals for their culture.

Opportunities that saline landscapes can offer
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_

New landscapes with a strong identity, which will try to give the landscape qualities that
people look for, will strengthen the dying cultures, and further more, will stimulate tourism.

_

can add to the landscape character whilst at the same time respecting existing elements, or even
enhancing them.

2.3 History
Sea faring/trading culture: Due to its position along the northern European coastline, Zeeland
has easy access to the North Sea. There are therefore many harbour towns, each with a
strong identity. These harbours, some of which have become large, are of great importance,
not only to the local economy, but nationally and internationally. [see Appendix _part6_in
6.1.1]
Fishing culture: Everywhere in Zeeland you are likely to be near water.With its many islands in
a large delta area, and also an estuary along the North Sea, it is no surprise that a culture of
fishing was the result of this, venturing onto the large bodies of water to obtain food. With
the current trend in over fishing, this source of food has become scarce, and something must
be done to preserve this culture, or it could disappear!!
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Land reclamation history:
Through land reclamation, with dikes and ditches, Zeeland has large areas of highly fertile
ground.These areas, known as polders, have been utilized to reap the benefits of this situation,
and in turn influenced the culture and the face of the landscape, with all its elements from
the past, such as windmills and dikes. But withholding the natural forces has had its problems,
and often in the past the land flooded with disastrous consequences. This has lead, for the
locals of Zeeland, to an inherent love/hate relationship with water, on the one side having
many benefits, but on the other could cause great devastation. Eventually, after the Delta
Works were built, it seemed that safety was achieved. But today the delta plan is considered
no longer sufficient. With sea levels rising something must be changed, or the nightmares
of the disasters of past, that haunt the minds of the locals, could well become reality once
again.
Lost land, lost villages: Parts of Schouwen/Duivenland and Noord Beveland were being lost to
the sea, in the time Zeeland was still only an estuary. This resulted in much activity trying to
save the land from being swallowed up by the waves. A product of these activities was the
‘inlagen’: a double dike system as a result of the creation of a new dike behind the threatened
dike [see Appendix _part8]. The flood history has also resulted in many other landscape
elements to do with this, ie vlietheuvels (terpen), dike systems, villages being built in the
higher creek bed areas.
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Continuously changing landscape and water transitions: It is clear to see that the different
influences on life, throughout the history of the province of Zeeland, have lead to a very
culturally rich area. Within the sub regions of Zeeland you can find the culture varies from
place to place, each area with its own landscape characteristics, due to the history of land
use, and a strong identity within the towns and villages. This is partly what makes Zeeland
so special, along with the constant transitions of land and water. In a relatively small space
of time you can travel through a landscape that is continuously changing, in typology, nature,
architecture, land use pattern, social attitude, economy, and cultural identity.

1200

1500

1639

1866

Defensive lines from wars in the past: [see Appendix _part6_in 6.1.1]

Opportunities that saline landscapes can offer

_ to reflect history in the landscape to enhance the identity
_ to revive the old fishing culture and identity of the region
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2.5 Social attitudes; about landscape, farming
and aquaculture
Fear of sea due to flooding history: In the Netherlands, and particularly in Zeeland, there is a
general fear of salt water intruding the land. Historically this land which was claimed from
the sea, and endlessly protected from the sea, was to be used for agriculture.
Cultural heritage influences social attitudes: There is a high level of sensitivity concerning any
implementation to the landscape which involves changes to: the existing landscape character,
the coastal defence systems or the rural function of the landscape. Fresh water based
agriculture is deemed important, both in the way of life and in the economy. Throughout the
years much was done to protect the land from flooding, which had a large impact on the
face of Zeeland.
Attitudes of various people: In general most people’s opinions are quite independent, personal
and subjective: however, where there is a strong culture and identity, they will also be
strongly influenced in their opinions on the environment they live in. Zeeland is one such
case, with a very strong cultural identity, rich in history and events, with a visible trace of this
history to be experienced in the landscape and its structure. Any drastic changes to these
existing factors would not be so quickly accepted by locals, and especially the farmers, whose
livelihoods depend on the culture related practice of fresh water based farming of crops.
Attitudes of farmers
Old generation
•
Intimate knowledge of the history of the area, actual experience of historical events.
•
Bound to tradition
•
Knowledge obtained through trial and error and word of mouth from fellow farmers.
Middle aged farmer
•
Intimate knowledge of the surroundings
•
History based on direct observation and from stories from older generations
•
Close bonds with the community
•
In balance between the old and the new techniques(in varying degrees)
Young farmer
•
Have less experience
•
May be less in touch with landscape, due to modern day distractions
•
More interested in new technique’s (varies depending on level of education)
Attitudes of locals
•
They like living there for the qualities of the landscape such as ‘rest and open space’.
•
People like the rural character. In the cities, people are for economic reasons. Locals have a need to recreate locally, there is much
water recreation.
•
The perspective of the local Zeeuw, is one which has the most intimate relationship with the landscape, as they experience it the
most, particularly on a local scale, working/ living and recreating.
(Jean-pierre Westermalle, Joris Baeker, Christiaan van der Swan, provincial plan, other literature)
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Aquaculture, people fear what they do not know:
Up until now there have been several aquaculture ventures in Zeeland, most of them being
quite successful, in an outer dike situation (Zeeland’s mussels and oysters are world-famous;
most of them come from Oosterschelde and Yerseke is the centre of shellfish farming),
but also in inner dike situations/on land. In general these companies give off an industrial
aesthetic [Fig.12 & also see Appendix_part3_in3.1] and people usually feel that areas as a big
block of land that they cannot access while agricultural land seems to be always accessible.
This effects the people’s judgement in a negative way, particularly those who do not directly
benefit.Also,Additionally, people are not familiar with aquaculture, and with the few examples
giving a negative impact, it is not considered to fit in a rural landscape, besides most of the
time, being regarded as an not sustainable system (examples globally of social and ecological
fallout from the industrial aquaculture eg. coastal pollution). People are also not familiar with
the wide range of potential products which could be grown in saline conditions and the
potential markets for them.With new advances in science, there are now many new uses for
saline products, from food, to the chemical industry (i.e in the petrochemical industry, algae
can be used to substitute the use of oil). These new techniques being developed could well
be utilized, and in an extensive way which fits in a rural context, to gain economic stimulus
in the region.
Fig.12: Example of aquaculture with an industrial aesthetic, in a rural context:

Topsy Baits is a farm for breeding ‘Rag worms’ in an extensive way.This farm is generally disliked because of its industrial nature whilst being situated in a
rural context.Topsy Baits is only focusing on production, which leads to an alien entity in the landscape, which is not socially accepted.

[see Appendix_part3_in3.1]

Topsy Baits in Zeeland
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Role of farmers is important for acceptance:
Particularly farmers dislike the idea of allowing salt water into their land, because of their
close links to agricultural traditions. Farmers are also not familiar with the latest aquaculture
techniques and many of them only start with a new crop, if they have seen it tried and tested
by another farmer.They generally believe only what they can see, but gradually a few farmers
are starting to consider or have already started with some aquaculture crops on their land.
These are usually farmers that have the most trouble with salinity in their land. Generally
it is the younger generation of farmers who seem to be willing to adapt. It is the younger
generation who are more aware of the financial benefits of aquaculture, as many of them are
at agricultural college.The products are often of far greater value than traditional food crops,
and when aquaculture is applied in an extensive way it could also be a more sustainable
livelihood, and even keep within the rural identity of the region.

Opportunities that saline landscapes can offer

_ create durable landscapes that might even aid the coastal defence
_ to reduce the fear of farmers of salt water on their land, through creating a sustainable and
multifunctional production system
_ to familiarise farmers and locals of the benefits of aquaculture, both financially and concerning
its durability
_ chance to apply a multifunctional landscape to benefit more than just agriculture
_ soften the judgement of locals in the region that aquaculture can have only an industrial
character.
_ to adhere or even strengthen the cultural identity so the landscape is socially accepted
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2.6 Soil and Water
The types of soil that exist in Zeeland mainly are sand and sea clay. Generally the soil in
Zeeland is good in the rural areas, but in some old fruit orchard areas there is residue of
DDT.
Water quality: the water quality in the whole region is average to bad. Not one body of
water fulfils all the water quality norms. Particularly high concentrations of fertilizers, heavy
metals, organic micro pollution and several crop pesticides can be found.
- Drainage system is combination of natural and synthetic
- Drainage system, polders
As already mentioned, it is predicted for fresh water based agriculture to go into decline
as salt water effects the land based hydrological systems. This is even more so in Zeeland,
particularly in the polder areas.
As Zeeland consists mainly of islands, in an delta environment the problem is intensified, as
the fresh groundwater lens is very small, only about one meter.This thin layer of fresh water
is what the agriculture relies on entirely. Another factor is that in a delta area you would
naturally expect more dune areas, which help to maintain a larger fresh water pocket by
allowing rain water to infiltrate easily into the groundwater lens, but….. in the summer when
there is less rain this lens is depleted and salt water seepage gets thought to the rhizosphere,
where it effects plant development.
[see Appendix _part6_in 6.1.1]

Opportunities that saline landscapes can offer

_ Areas of saline intrusion can continue with agricultural function
_ Opportunity to aid the improvement of the water quality in the region
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2.7 Ecology
Zeeland is part of the Atlantic region and stretches from the top of the United Kingdom and
Ireland, and down to the coast of Portugal and Spain, and from the coastline stretches inland
up to 300 km. The region includes more than half of Europe’s long indented coastline and
the North Sea and the North-east Atlantic Ocean. The coastline is continuously altered by
the powerful forces of the tides, which with the varied substratum has created a varied and
dynamic coastline. From windswept cliffs, exposed rocky headlands and narrow tidal inlets,
to long sandy beaches, sheltered bays and extensive inter-tidal mudflats, you will find many
habitats and an abundance of species. Along this coastline some of Europe’s largest rivers
empty their water into the sea, creating large estuary areas, which have a high economical
and biological value.
Zeeland is situated in one such estuary areas, where several of the main rivers end here
(Rhijn, Meuze). Estuaries are in themselves very bio-diverse areas, but are also important
for migrating birds, which flock to these areas in vast numbers, particularly in the winter,
to escape the harsh conditions of the Arctic. Here they find shelter, to rest and feed, in the
nutrient rich coastal wetlands. Typical habitats in this area, and also included in the Nature
2000 habitat guidelines, are the inter-tidal mudflats and salt meadows. These develop in
more sheltered areas of the coast, like as in an estuary mouth. The large tidal fluctuations
cause a salinity gradient, which creates a rapid succession of halophytic vegetation up to the
shoreline. Barely covered mudflats eventually become a diversely vegetated salt marsh, and
centuries of grazing livestock has further increased the biodiversity. The mudflats and salt
marshes are of great importance for wildlife, although not very diverse in species themselves,
they do support very dense populations of invertebrates, resulting in a high level of biomass
which attract many of the over wintering birds, and staging waders and wildfowl.
In Zeeland, as in the rest of the Atlantic coastline due to man’s activities, much of the original
landscape has changed drastically. The constant struggle with the sea and the reclamation of
land has altered the natural dynamics of the region of Zeeland. After the construction of the
Deltaworks, the reduction in tidal influxes and flow of waters has lead to a drastic reduction
in habitats, and also many of the original species have become rare. Also the inpoldering of
land has meant there is little interaction between the inner and outer dike areas. The outer
dike areas are affected by reduced tides and nutrient flows, and the inner dike areas are
dominated by agriculture, and have become very impoverished areas and the original wildlife
has been forced into small isolated pockets of land with a nature designation.
To counter this loss in habitat nature 2000 has highlighted three habitat guidelines for Zeeland
that are worth implementing in the region.These are habitat guideline H1310 Annual pioneer
colonizers of sand and mudflats with Salicornia and other salt loving species, guideline H1320
Spartina swards (Spartina Maritimae), and guideline H1330 Atlantic salt meadows (GlaucoPuccinellietalia maritimae). These habitats will sustain many of the estuary species and create
ideal rest spots for migratory birds.
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Opportunities that saline landscapes can offer

_ can strengthen nature connection (EHS-Nature2000) and create new ones
_ new saline nature => new habitats => in harmony with saline conditions
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3.1 Hypothesis & Research Questions
The deconstruction (and even the up-scaling) of the components of the Zeeuwse Tong unit will allow us to
relate them better to the scale, context and specific problems of our focus area in Zeeland, resulting to a
landscape which:
- will be equally or even more profitable, with shared risk-taking by a collective of farmers (economic viability)
- will support the existing cultural identity of the region, respect landscape (historic) features or even increase
their diversity, and will be ‘inviting’ to people, offering them saline experiences (Genius Loci & Soul of Zeeland)
- can potentially enhance water protection systems and make the landscape more resilient to salt water
intrusion (ecological resilience)

Research questions
Will multifunctional land use lead to a more profitable landscape, by bringing more interaction
of various functions of these land uses?
Sub questions:
- What are the special requirements of these farms?
- How will the various land uses within the farms be functionally structured?
- How can the various land uses within the saline landscape facilitate each other in a holistic landscape?

How will the new saline aquaculture farms, such as Zeeuwse Tong project, be integrated into
the environment?
Sub questions:
- What will be the physical impact of these saline aquaculture farms on the existing landscape?
- In what kind of environment will they be applied?
- How will they affect the overall aesthetic of an area?
- How will the new landscapes be experienced?
- What are the cultural traits of Zeelanders and what historical elements contribute to the character of the province?
- How can the elements which represent cultural heritage or history be integrated and respected?

How can the saline landscape, with the pond systems applied to it, be facilitated by the salinisation processes?
Sub questions:
- What is the environmental impact of extensive aquaculture on nature and inhabitants?
- Will the effect be positive or negative?
- Is it ecologically sustainable?
- By which principles and/or requirements is this so?
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3.2 Vision & Goals
3.2.1 general goals
Fit in the landscape the aquaculture ponds
The spatial requirements for the aquaculture ponds will be a challenge to fit into the
landscape, so that the existing character of the landscape is enhanced rather than being
effected negatively.
We aim to apply the aquaculture ponds through a holistic approach; and to apply the extensive
form of aquaculture based on the Zeeuwse Tong project pond system, together with other
forms of saline agriculture, nature and recreational activities. Ecological balance, economical
stimulus, increased quality of life and durable water systems will lead to social acceptance of
these new productive “salty landscapes”
Ponds must adhere to the landscape character
The landscape will be changed when various types of aquaculture are applied.This will create
a new landscape typology by combining land uses and will give a lot more to the landscape,
but the initiative should not spoil the landscape character, which is crucial for the image of
the province.
By adhering to the cultural identity and the soul of Zeeland in the application of the saline
landscapes, reflecting the history of the region etc., will be sooner accepted.
New nature with new saline ecologies in harmony with other activities
Combining the aquaculture with the other landscape uses such as nature, should have a
positive effect on the surrounding ecologies, as more space becomes available for nature.
This will create a larger network for ecologies, by applying nature along fringes of the saline
landscape, and creating new nature areas, as permanent habitats or as stepping stones, which
would facilitate the spread of species. New saline habitats and fresh-brackish-salt transitions
will be created, which will strengthen the Nature 2000 and EHS goals in the region, and is
also relevant on a National and European scale
Company security
The company aspect is also a challenge for us, as human interaction with the landscape is
important for social acceptance, but at the same time the fish ponds may not be negatively
affected by this.
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Identity for aquaculture landscapes for the future, facilitates the tourist
industry
- To create a new rural identity with saline products,
- To replace the dying fresh water based agricultural activities
-To create a strong regional identity for the future and a showcase for other coastal regions
in the world. This can also benefit the tourism industry, i.e like in France, with the vineyard
landscapes
Multifunctional Interactive landscape
All of Holland is planned, but there is little multifunctional land use. Due to the ever increasing
pressure on land for its uses, a multifunctional landscape is essential to satisfy the needs of
all.
Aiming to achieve an multifunctional landscape in which the levels of interaction in the
landscape can be high. From the public interacting with nature, and some of the production
systems, to the water system connecting the production and nature areas, to enable the
nature to filter the water.
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Fig.13: the unit spatially
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Fig.14: the elements of the Z.T. unit & the brakish water ditch
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+
the salt water
ring ditch

the brackish water ditch,
that surrounds the unit or
the team of units

3.2.2 aims of the Zeeuwse Tong project
‘experimental farm’ & our role
As it has been mentioned in the introduction [see also Appendix-part 2: the Z. T. project],
Zeeuwse Tong project is establishing a new integrated (extensive) multitrophic aquaculture
system. Already, since this project is referring to extensive aquaculture, so to a healthier
aquatic system, is considered more environmental friendly than any intensive system, but this
project brings forward an additional philosophy too. Their production model [see Appendix
Fig. 13] will offer: cleaner production by closing nutrient cycle, synergy between cultures,
spreading risks and diversity of health products from saline environments. At the same time,
their pond system will be isolated from the subsoil (sealed), but also from the surroundings
with a brackish water ditch, capable to prevent any salt intuitions to the surrounding areas.
But as any other extensive aquaculture system, Z.T. system has large spatial requirements
too.The proposed productive unit of Zeeuwse Tong (referred to us as the ‘Z.T. unit’) consists
of ponds 10x100m large each, and together with the saline crops, the salt water ditch and
the infrastructure [placed in the array as shown at Fig. 13 & 14 [see also Appendix 24-25pg.]
are giving an overall unit 270 to 270m. large (7,3ha in total).
Concerning the water system:Water will be pumped from the sea (or from groundwater) in
to the teams of ponds, later it will be collected in the saline ditch and afterwards it will pass
through saline crops, a hydro filter which will extract excess nutrient. The drainage of the
crop area will be then collected underground and pumped back to the sea. [see Fig. 15_also
see Appendix 24-25pg. ]
The site for the first experimental farm was already chosen by the Zeeuwse Tong project, an
area in Noord Beverland (Zeeland), next to Colijnsplaat. The first unit is to be constructed
on land belonging to the Rustehoeve farm and the Z. T. experimental farm is planned to be
expanded to a 70ha farm in this same area.

the water system

SEA

ponds

ring ditch

saline crops

SEA

Fig.15: simplified scheme of the water system
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Zeeuwse tong program for the experimental farm:
_Protection from birds
_Company security
_Controlled environment, as experiments must be monitored
_Infrastructure for harvesting/experimenting/ maintenance
_delivery/store and facilities
_Infrastructure for visitors
_Information centre for people interested in ext. aquaculture (farmers)
_Possible coordination with future projects planned by the municipality
& Other activities that are possible to be incorporated.

The role of a landscape architect in their project:
- To minimise the visual impact of the ‘functional unit’
Due to the large spatial requirements of the pond system, there is a large visual impact if
this would be applied to the landscape. So as not to spoil the landscape character, the visual
impact of this system must be minimised, and the aesthetic of the farm should be as rural
as possible
- To fit the aquaculture ponds in the landscape of the chosen area in a contextual way
Because of the strong cultural identity of the region, the pond system should be apply in the
most contextual way, to attain the best possible degree of social acceptance. The location
for the proposed farm is in the north east of Noord Bevel and, near Colijnsplaat and is in an
open polder context which is based on rational design, so the elements in the landscape that
determine this should be respected.
- to tackle the company security aspect
The company security aspect is also a challenge for us, as human interaction with the
landscape is important factor within our vision, but at the same time the fish ponds may not
be negatively affected by this. The challenge is therefore to create the feeling of accessibility,
whilst at the same time keeping the public away from areas where interference to the ponds
could be damaging.
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3.2.3 Our vision of ‘Saline landscapes’
As new saline land uses need to be introduced to an existing fresh water environment (i.e.
the amount of saline land increases or due to economic reasons) a new saline symbiosis:
between Water, People, Nature and the Economy on Land, is needed to replace the exiting
one, which will create new sustainable situations.

a new symbiosis is needed
LAND

LAND

WATER

LAND

PEOPLE

NATURE

ECONOMY
LAND

Land		
		
Water
`

People
		
		
Nature
		
		
Economy
		
		
		

- A source of income, growing food products etc.
- Living environment
- A substrate for the saline products that require water
- Has a transportation function of waste nutrients
- buffer function
- Identify to the landscape
- Interact with landscape
- Living, Working, Recreating in the landscape
- Adds value to the landscape
- Has a cleaning function, using up excess nutrients
- Can act as a buffer for saline conditions
- Grow saline products
- Jobs for the local population
- New markets involving saline products
- tourism economy
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What the elements mean in relation to the landscape (with in mind the functional unit/pond system
of Z.T. ):
The program of Zeeuwse Tong has very much to do with production and the spatial
relationship between their proposed unit and the landscape, so that it does not disturb
the surrounding systems and the identity of the place. But, during our research, we realized
that it would be difficult to achieve our desired symbiosis, if it were to involve all the above
mentioned elements, with only the application of the Z.T. project’s pond system, since:
- the element ‘economy’ is there but considers only economy based on production
- there are a lot of limitations concerning people’s interaction in the landscape, which are
related also to the fact that each farm will act individually.
- if farm is applied according to Zeeuwse tong (who themselves are restricted by law, there
are limitations concerning the water system, as it is isolated, so already the water element
is not in harmony with the other elements and the surrounding. Plus a lot of technical
measures will be needed to maintain a fragile situation.
- not a lot of focus on nature (it is respected but not enhanced… or used)
and particularly if the project was applied to a larger area (expanding from the experimental
farm to the saline landscapes) these limitations would not allow the achievement of the
desired landscape .
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Formula for our visional saline landscapes
When designing these saline landscapes we realized that the new symbiosis that is needed,
in order to lead to successful landscapes, has to fulfill certain requirements.
In inner dikes situations we believe there are three requirements that must be fulfilled to
create holistic, multifunctional and further more social accepted landscapes in Zeeland.
These requirements are:
_Economic Viability.
This requirement leads us to our first criterion: Production
_Genius loci & Soul of Zeeland.
This requirement leads us to our second criterion: Public Involvement
_Ecological resilience.
This requirement leads us to our third criterion: Nature Values
_Additionally there is the requirement of coastal safety to consider, which is more relevant
if this
is an issue in the area of implication (where the coastal safety is jeopardized).
This requirement leads us to our forth criterion: Coastal Defence.
These criteria will be compared to the five elements within the new saline symbiosis, to
understand the relation of the landscape element to each of the criteria in an analytical
framework. And additionally the same criteria will become the basis for a Multiple Criteria
Analysis from which eventually design tools were derived.

the formula
our VISIONAL LANDSCAPES
holistic
landscapes
multifunctional

REQUIREMENTS

=

economic
viability

( sustainable )

+

Genius Loci

ecologic
resilience

safety

Soul of Zeeland

+ ( sustainable /durable ) +

(flooding /
sea and rivers)

criterion 2:
PUBLIC
INVOLVEMENT

criterion 3:
NATURE
VALUES

criterion 4:
COASTAL
DEFENCE

&

&
SOCIAL
ACCEPTED

criterion 1:
PRODUCTION
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Good examples of extensive aquaculture 		
There are some good examples of extensive forms of aquaculture, applied to fairly large
areas. These landscapes seem to fulfill all the criteria of our formula.

a. Les Dombes _France
[see Appendix_part3_in3.2]
The French region of Les Dombes, situated North-East of Lyon, is an historical aquaculture
landscape. In a total area of 100.000 hectares, fish ponds were developed from the 13th
century onwards, peaking when they constituted around 20.000 hectares of the region. The
land-use of this area was uniquely built around ‘wet’ and ‘dry’ periods. Fish production and
cereal crops were farmed in rotation, with drained fish ponds serving as sowing beds. Even
the land ownership and property boundaries altered between wet and dry periods, making
it a legal nightmare for French tax administration at the time. The connection with the past
land-use persists with extensive carp farming; and centuries of sustainable land-use has left a
rich wetland biodiversity recently recognized by the region’s nomination for inclusion in an
official network of nature conservation areas - Natura 2000.

b. Les claires du Bassin de Marennes, Oleron,France
[see Appendix_part3_in3.3]
The coastal zone of South-West France provides us with an important example of large-scale,
land-based saline aquaculture. It provides a case-study both for productivity and landscape
character. The area covers more than 6000 hectares and produces 45% of France’s oyster
crop. The landscape is necessarily open compared with those under fresh-water conditions
due to the fact that there are no salt-tolerant trees in our temperate-climate region.
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Les Dombes

Les claires du Bassin de Marennes
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3.3 application of saline landscapes
in three cases
The program of the Zeeuwse Tong project, for the ‘experimental farm’, was connected mainly to
one of our four criteria: that of production.Therefore their program is used as a basis to formulate
our objectives for the ‘experimental farm’, in which we tried to enhance 2 of the other criteria: the
public involvement and the nature values, to analyze the impact on the landscape with a maximized
use of “Z.T. units” per farm.
The program for the ‘experimental farm’, with its proposed small scale, was not enough to test
their systems impact in the landscape adequately. But also at a larger scale the program, together
with the limitations of the water system and the chosen composition of the elements within the
“Z.T. unit’”, could not result in our visional landscape (holistic, multifunctional and social accepted).
The ‘experimental farm’ remained as a case study for us, in which we tested design tools. The
results, together with the conclusions from the various design alternatives we created for the farm,
are carried through to the rest of our design process.
The main thesis hypothesis is tackled in the second case, ‘saline polder’, in which we increase
the influence of the public involvement and also the nature value criterion. The scale of impact
is increased, and the program is also adapted to try and create a new symbiosis involving saline
conditions. In this new symbiosis we create a collaboration of farmers, rather than a scenario where
each farmer acts independently which would result in a disorganized and inefficient landscape. In
this case the ‘‘Z.T. unit” is broken down into its components, and each part is shared amongst the
various farmers within the collaboration, so that there is a shared function of certain areas within
the design. This allows for extra space, with the same level of production, for other land uses and
for the community to profit more from the landscape, without the ponds dominating the landscape
character. (It would lead to a more embedded structure that is more durable and better in quality
due to a larger scale). At the same time the multifunctional aspect of the design is increased.
For the first two cases the criterion of coastal defence is not relevant, as the locations for applying
these cases are both in a situation where the sea dike protecting the polder has recently been
upgraded, and is durable. The coastal safety requirement is therefore met, and it is only relevant in
a geo-hydrological sense as a saline buffer, or even to adapt to salinity in a polder situation, and is
therefore excluded in design process for these cases.
As we researched, we discovered the ontpoldering issue [see also chapter 7] and we saw the chance
to link it to our vision of sublime productive nature. It was also a chance to give a balance to the
methodology, by having the closest relation to the nature value criteria, and due to its nature
(letting the sea into the polder) also the coastal safety criterion, which was not relevant in the
previous cases. The case ‘Productive Nature’ would test a more natural symbiosis, utilizing natural
tidal influxes and would also be of an even larger scale. This case would entail a very large amount
of research, as it is quite a new idea. So it was decided that it would remain theoretical and it will
not be site specific, though its location could be connected with the locations that have been
chosen for ontpoldering.
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objectives for each case
‘Experimental farm’:
[a case study for ‘Saline polders’/ testing the Maximum impact of the “Z.T. unit “]
_Individual farm
_Isolated water system
_Public interacts visually, from borders
_Strengthen existing surrounding nature
‘Saline polders’:
[our “visional” Saline multifunctional Landscape/ Main hypothesis]
_Collaboration of farmers, results in more space for other activities, and profit.
_Combined Water system, combined filtering, integrated
_Increased tourist interaction
_New saline nature, fresh–saline transitions
_Extra profit through tourism, livestock grazing and nature value (rare species)
‘Productive nature’
[Research proposal for Productive Tidal Nature]
_Production in a Natural context
_Natural water system based on tidal influxes
_Nature tourism
_Sublime tidal nature
1. Farm ownership
In case A, the ‘Experimental Farm’ has one owner, in this case the Zeeuwse tong project.The
area is therefore mainly private property, and the farmer will operate individually.
In case B, the ‘Saline Landscape’ there is a collaboration of farmers. This would result in a
multifunctional landscape of a larger scale, which would have more space for other activities
and nature, and in this way could gain extra profit from the land, whilst the impact of the
ponds in the landscape is reduced, as they are not randomly spread everywhere, or in
undesired places.
In case C, the ‘Productive Nature’ is a national park, with national ownership. Land would be
bought by the government, but farmers could still produce on the land in new ways and in
an extensive form.
2. Product range
From just the products in the Zeeuwse Tong multitrophic pond system _to the introduction
of new productive forms and new products _to an entire range of saline products, also outer
dike production products

[see also Appendix_part8 _comparisons between the cases]
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3.4 our approach
3.4.1 multiple criteria analysis (m.c.a.)
As mentioned in 3.2.3, from the formula for our vision of saline landscape we derived 4
criteria; a. production, b. people interaction, c. nature value, and d. coastal defence. The first
3 criteria were used as a basis of a Multiple Criteria Analysis ( M.C.A.) [fig._61pg] to derive
design tools which then were used in the case study and the case ‘saline polders’.
The fourth criterion, coastal defence, is not incorporated in our M.C.A., since it is only
relevant in the theoretical case ‘productive nature’, which developed only as a research
proposal for us. However, as the last case will be developed more in the future, new design
tools connected to this will derived, while the design tools from the first 3 criteria will be
valid too.
Within this analysis we were able to formulate aims, related to each of the criteria and
also related to the objectives for each case. With these aims in mind we then were able to
generate design tools which we could test in order to tackle these aims.
The design tools are interrelated, so the analysis results of each tool could be combined with
other tools to generate further results.
The design tools could then be used to test the impact of the types of pond systems per
case, which in turn, together with the contextual situation of each case, would help to
formulate final design principles.
The tools can be used generally in all 3 cases; only in the ‘productive nature’ case tools
concerning coastal safety would also be generated.
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multiple criteria analysis (m.c.a.)
CRITERIA

Aims

Production



bird prevention

1) the Elements of the Unit



company security

2) Positioning the unit(s) in the field



to avoid salty intrusion

3) Netting

into the surroundings

4) Brackish water ditch (ecological barrier)

functionality

5) Borders of the productive area



Design Tools

6) Farmers Scenarios
Public involvement

Nature value

Interaction
with the new landscape

7) Views



Reveal history / culture

9) Local/Tourists Scenarios



E. H. S. reinforcement

10) Ecology-natural processes



New saline nature

11) Hydrological system



8) Theories of Experiences & Preferences

18) Nature Scenarios

The analysis and testing of the design tools are partly partly in the chapter 4 (in 4.2) and 5 (in 5.2) of the thesis report
and more data are also in the appendix_part 4.
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3.4.2 analytical framework
The five elements within the new landscape symbiosis are related to the criteria, to help
formulate a set of parameters for the cases, which could then be tested within the analytical
components.
CRITERIA		

ELEMENT

MEANING/RELATIONSHIP

Production		
Land		
					
			
Water		
					
			
People		
					
			
Nature		
					
			
Economy
					

_A new productive function/landscape
_Experimental
_Concealment of saline water system
_Transports nutrients within closed system
_Experiences of new rural land use
_Farmers learn by example
_Borderline, respecting, and reinforcing
_Pockets of production in nature (saline crops, fish, grazing animals)
_New saline products
_Showcase for experimentation

Public involvement
Land		
					
			
Water		
					
					
			
People		
					
					
			
Nature		
					
			
Economy

_A new landscape to discover
_Multifunctional/ flexible land use
_Integrated to surroundings, saline (mainly saline but also
brackish – people will experience transitions..)
_Unity in a large integrated system
_Recreational and nature function
_Rural identity with new conditions
_Interactive with landscape, both in production and nature areas
_Cultural pride
_New saline typologies, saline transitions
_Interactive with public activity
_Increased Tourism value, history revived, new landscapes

Nature values		
Land		
					
			
Water		
					
			
People		
					
			
Nature
					
					
			
Economy

_A healthy landscape
_A resilient landscape
_In harmony with natural (tidal) processes
_Transports waste nutrient to enrich nutrient poor areas
_A health living environment
_Positive effect on the mind
_nature that might reach even the sublime
_Natural state of being
_Strengthen EHS, nature2000
_Nature as a commodity (European and National landscape)
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3.4.3 analytical components
The analytical components are to give a balanced analysis within the analytical framework
and are to be tested in our case study ‘experimental farm’ and in the case ‘saline polders’.
Theoretically the same components would be tested in the program of the ‘productive
nature’ case, in which there would also be more components to analyze, concerning the
coastal defense criterion.
The 5 Analytical components are as follows;
1. Percentage of space: Private/Public/Nature
2. The Composition of the elements that forms the unity - Technique
3. Water system
4. Public interaction
5. Nature value
1. Percentage of space:- Private vs. Public&Nature
Experimental farm: alternatives from 100% Private up to 70% Private+30% Public & Nature
Saline polders: alternatives with a 50% Private / 50% Public & Nature
Productive nature: 30% Private / 70% Public & Nature
2.Technique - The Composition of the elements that form the unit
Starting with the “Z.T. unit”, to breakdown of its components (and even up-scaling them)
and combined amongst collaboration, to introduction of new shapes of pond, to new
techniques
3. Water system
‘experimental farm’
‘saline polders’
‘productive nature’

- isolated saline water system
- partly isolated, partly integrated
- integrated and natural

4. Public interaction
‘experimental farm’
- public only views from the outside, and/or minimal integration on
margins (max testing 30% shared between public & nature)
‘saline polders’
- increasing the level of interaction and the rural saline experience
(testing 50% shared between public & nature)
‘productive nature’
- it will be experienced by public but controlled, not intensively
5. Nature value
‘experimental farm’ ’
‘saline polders’
‘productive nature’
			

- nature values in the periphery of the farm up to testing max. 30%
of farm shared between public & nature
- new saline nature areas, increasing resilience and relation to
context (testing 50% shared between public & nature)
- testing various productive elements within nature
- testing techniques for utilising natural tidal influxes
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3.4.4 methodology

method scheme

M.C.A.

INNER DIKE
SITUATION

3 CRITERIA

SITE ANALYSIS
case x

OUTER DIKE
SITUATION

AIMS

DESIGN
TOOLS

CONTEXTUAL
DESIGN
PRINCIPLES
case x

4 CRITERIA

ont poldering

RESEARCH
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Experimental
Farm

Saline Polders

Sublime
Productive Nature

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURAL FANTASY
objectives
OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVES

analytical components

ANALYTICAL
COMPONENTS

ANALYTICAL
COMPONENTS

RESULTS

CASE STUDY

THESIS
DESIGN
PROPOSAL
FOR FURTHER
RESEARCH
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This diagram shows our design methodology; how the design principles were derived in the
design phase, and how this in turn determined the design results for each case.
One input is the analytical components which are related to the objectives for each case and
the aims derived from the criteria, and is based upon our landscape architectural fantasy for
saline landscapes for the future
And by making a multiple criteria analysis, we could derive aims, and with these aims in mind
derive design tools which were used to test the impact in the landscape.
Another input is the actual Context of the location, derived by means of a site analysis of
the location.
The design tools were related to the site analysis to give contextual design principles, which
together with the analytical components, lead us to our final results for each case.
In the ‘productive nature’ case, based on the ont-poldering issue, we did not have a location,
as within our thesis is only theoretical. This case has become a proposal for future research,
as it entails a large variety of disciplines, and would require allot more time and manpower
to investigate successfully.
The lessons learnt in the case study, ‘experimental farm’, are carried through to the next
case, ‘saline polders’, and in turn it is our intention this body of work to be used as a basis
for investigating the ‘productive nature’ case.
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landscape
architectural
fantasy

chapter

04

experimental farm

province of Zeeland,
at the Netherlands

case

area: 70 ha

Noord Beveland

2010

04. experimental farm

study

4.1 Location and program
Location: The first Zeeuwse Tong unit will be on land belonging to the Rustehoeve farm,
in the north east of Noord Beveland, near a small fishing village of Colijnsplaat and the
Z.eeuwse Tong experimental farm is planned to be expanded to a 70ha farm in the same
area.

ex. farm
70ha
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existing atmosphere
[see also Appendix_part4_site analysis]

the bridge to Tholen
our site

nature area

Oosterschelde
the sea dike

In our design we want to respect the typical Zeeuwse landscape character and our focus
area is situated in an Open Polder Landscape, which has an aesthetic based on Rational
design and functionality [see Appendix_par5_in5.1]
We worked under two general principles:

a. Contextual Design
b. Modular Growth

Program for the Zeeuwse Tong experimental farm

_in

ou

rs

ite

ar
e

fit

tin

g

m

ax

.6

un

its

(implying a modular approach to growth,
dependent of future changes _flexibility)

_Protection from birds
_Company security
_Controlled environment, as experiments must be monitored
_Infrastructure for harvesting/experimenting/maintenance/
_Delivery/store and facilities
_Infrastructure for visitors
_Information centre for people interested in extensive aquaculture (farmers)
_Possible coordination with future projects planned by the municipality
& Other activities that are possible to be incorporated.

our Objectives for the ‘experimental farm’:

As we already mentioned in the previous chapter the experimental farm has been used as
a basis (case study) for the main case that addresses the hypothesis of this thesis, the case
‘saline polders’. In this case study we will examine:

How the proposed ‘Z.T. unit’ will alter the landscape under the concept of
“maximum use of units per ‘experimental farm’
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open polder landscape
the village
Oosterschelde
the sea dike

_ Individual farm
_ Isolated water system
_ Public interacts visually, from borders
_ Strengthen existing surrounding nature
1. Farm ownership
The case study, ‘Experimental Farm’ has one owner, the Zeeuwse tong project. The area is
therefore mainly private property, and the farmer will operate individually.
2. Product range
The products in the Zeeuse Tong multitrophic pond system: Sole, Ragworms, Mussels/
Cockles, Algae [see Appendix_part 2_Ap.Fig13&18] and some of these products can be
produced also outside the ‘Z.T. unit’, in other areas in the farm.
Initial reflection regarding our vision & process
Already mentioned within our vision for saline landscapes, we believe a new symbiosis
between land, water, people, nature and the economy is needed, which is saline so as to be
resilient against the future effects due to climate change and capable of fulfilling human’s
needs.When we look at the constraints of Zeeuwse Tong projects saline pond system, and if
it were to be applied in a maximized form to the given site, it is difficult to imagine our desired
symbiosis to be achieved. Considering our formula for achieving a holistic, multifunctional
and socially accepted landscape, there is a lack of influence from the public involvement
and nature value criteria; hence the formula is not balanced, and if these criteria are not
considered when designing the farm, we believe that the initiative would negatively affect the
opinion of the public.
In the experimental farm we therefore intended to increase the influence of the public
involvement and nature value criteria (through the analytical components) and to give a
range of possible situations, beginning with a situation where the whole farm is occupied by
production areas and gradually reducing this whilst increasing the influence of these criteria
and reaching closer to our vision. We tested the impact of the pond system in the landscape
and tried to integrate the Z.T. units as best as possible to the contextual situation, so as
to minimize their visual impact in the landscape; while the design tools “participated” the
positioning of the ponds, their orientation, the netting needed for protection against bird
predation etc. Within the analytical components we added more space for the public and
for nature development, and broadened the level integration of the buffering brackish water
system surrounding the saline units, increased the public interaction and nature value in this
buffer zone.
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4.2 Design tool principles
conclusions lead to general design tool principles which can be applied in any case involving saline
aquaculture ponds in the landscape.
In this sub-chapter we are giving a summary of our design tool analysis and testing, and the general
design tools principles that we derived, as well as, the selections we made for the experimental
farm.There is more data in the Appendix_part4 concerning the design tools and aspects that were
tackled with them as well as in chapter 5 of the report (sub chapter 5.2).

Unit composition – alignment of the ponds

the Elements of the unit
In the experimental farm we are testing the Z.T. unit and its elements are:

++ [[22++xx [ 2 x +++ +
[

[[

the ponds

[[

x

[

[[44=
xx [ 4

the fields
of saline crops

+++ +

the infrastructure

++ +

the salt water
ring ditch

a. the ponds (in the units)
_in the experimental farm: sealed / fixed size - set by the Zeeuwse Tong project.
_positioning the ponds relevant to the ground

alternatives

a. above the ground
b. at ground level

c. under the ground
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In informal/natural landscapes: by positioning the ponds at or under the ground level the
landscape character is less disturbed (less impact on the landscape character).
In formal/industrial landscapes: ponds can be at or under the ground level but this time the
character of the place might also be capable of “supporting” ponds above the ground level.

For the experimental farm we prefer to have ponds at or under the ground level due to its
rural open landscape character [see Appendix_part4_in4.1 and in 109pg.]

_edges of the ponds
In informal/natural landscapes: we prefer to have soft edges and more natural forms since
like this better suits this kind of landscape.
Hard edges are more welcome to formal / industrial landscapes.
For the experimental farm we choose to have pond with soft edges. More natural forms are
not possible to be tested in this case since we keep their model.

For inspiration and alternatives concerning edges see Appendix_part4_in 4.1

natural form

linear form

soft edges
informal /
natural

hard edges
formal /
industrial

le
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_alignment of the ponds

In our designs, in routes that are experienced on
food or by bike (slow traffic routes), will try to keep
this pond alignment (preferable view = the 10m side
of the ponds) since the optical result is less blackish,
hence more acceptable.
[see Appendix_part4_in4.1_61-64pg.]

b. the fields of saline crops (in the units)
_in the experimental farm: fixed in the units- set by the Zeeuwse Tong project.

c. saline ring ditch (in the units)
_in the experimental farm: fixed - set by the Zeeuwse Tong project

d. infrastructure (in the units)
_in the experimental farm: on land / fixed - set by the Zeeuwse Tong project [see Appendix_
part4_in 4.1_92pg.]

positioning the units in the field
The units in the field are going to be positioned
as contextually as possible. Each time the flexible
spaces, between the unit and the edges of the site,
needs to be specified.

level duorg eht evoba
level duorg eht ta

Fig.x1: flexible spaces in the case study

level duorg eht rednu

dnop eht evoba sten

he groud level

For positioning the units in the experimental farm
4.2_Fig. 93

roud levelsee Appendix_part4_in

he groud level

ove the pond

thgieh ni sten

dnal no
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retaw eht ni

netting

[see Appendix_part4_in 4.3]

seagulls

In order to secure the fish in the ponds from
predators/birds, netting is essential, hence is
considered a very important issue for aquaculture.
In the beginning, we made a general research on
netting and how people are using them on the land
and/or on water, we tried to anticipate the optical
impact that they have, to get inspired for designing our
three cases, and to specify the possible alternatives,
that could be applied.

cormorants

Concerning the position of the nets, the two
categories of netting that we can have in all the cases
are: netting on high poles and netting on/close to the
ground.
For the experimental farm we tested both
categories on land (not on water).

General Technical Requirements concerning netting:

herons

_All netting must be made of thick and dark-colored
material

Main predators in the areas where the ‘experimental
farm’ & the case ‘saline polders’ will be developed.

_The mesh size should be small, preferably 5-7cm.
_For netting on poles: it should be always closed on
all sides (top and vertical netting) or the sides can
be kept open at times when there is no need for
protection from the birds.
_ For netting above each pond and close to the water
surface: the nets covering the top of the ponds must
be kept taut.
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a. position: netting on high poles

Since Topsy Baits has netting on high poles and it is experienced from the ground and from
elevated views, like with our site for the experimental farm, we considered it as a perfect
reference case in order to gain understanding on how high netting will be experienced in
the experimental farm.
The analysis of the visual impact of netting on high poles lead us to the following
conclusions:
[see also Appendix_part4_in 4.3]
a. Views from a distance (from the ground or from elevated areas): the poles have the main
visual impact. Nets are hardly visible.
b.Views from outside the farm: poles and nets are strongly visible.
Fig.x16: the larger the distance ‘x’ the lower impact of the netting.

x

c. Views from inside the farm: poles and nets are visible but netting is not experienced as
unpleasant.

Generally the poles strengthen the perspectives, and there are two optical effects created
by the nets:
_ nets seem to “disappear” in the horizon/depth because of the day light, forming some soft
cloudy shapes instead of a blackish effect [see also Appendix_part4_in 4.3_107pg.].
_ the moire effect [see also Appendix_part4_in 4.3_108pg.] which appears when one layer
of netting is very close to another one so their lines give a new visual perceptions and form
darker areas. Therefore this effect is undesirable except for in a case of the effect is to be
used in order to give a more artistic view.
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covering: _all the units

_groups of units

_each unit

Generally we prefer to have the nets covering a large areas (around al the units) and not broken
down and covering smaller areas (smaller groups of units or each unit individual) because of the
moire effect.
Concerning the experimental farm and when using high netting in it, the visual impact will
be lower if it would cover all 6 units.

b. position: low netting above each pond
In the netting is placed above each pond we can have nets attached :
_ to the walls of the ponds
_ on short poles (on the walls of the ponds or on the ground)
_ on the ground when ponds are under the ground level ground.
schemes of ponds under the ground level
a. netting on the ground

. netting under the ground

By positioning the nets on/close
to the ground level or even under
it, the landscape character is less
disturbed (therefore there ia less
impact on the landscape character).
The main visual impact of this
category of netting is an effect on
the color of the water.
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sketches of netting in high poles on the ground of
the ‘experimental farm’

Fig.x17: Netting on high poles and around all the units: Image from inside the ex. farm

Fig.19: a Landmark_Artistic representation of netting on high poles: Image from outside the ex. farm.
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sketch of low netting above each pond on the ground of
the ‘experimental farm’

Fig.x18: Low netting above each pond: Image from inside the exp. farm

netting above each pond
informal / natural
with open landscape character

netting on high poles
formal / industrial
without an open landscape character

In informal / natural landscapes and/or areas with an open landscape character we prefer to
have low netting (above each pond). Netting on high poles can be used in formal / industrial
areas (not that the low netting is excluded), or as a landmark in area.
For the experimental farm we choose to have netting near the ground above each pond due
to the rural, open landscape character. [see Appendix_part4_in4.1 and in 109pg.]
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the borders of the productive area
In order to prevent people or animals from entering the farm/productive area (company
security) the types of possible borders need to be specified, to choose the best option for
a case..
border (a) high vegetation

high vegetation (plus the necessary water ditch)

Fig.20: Borders of farms in
Noord Beverland. [type (a)]
In order to offer company security
and to hide the netting that is used
in the farm for protecting trees.

In the experimental farm we could use this type of bordering since it is common
in our focus area, however it blocks the views and it doesn’t support the open
landscape character of the area.
border (b) a dike

x

a dike (plus the necessary water ditch)

Fig.21: Borders of farms in N.
Beverland. [type (b)]
The steep dike, its height plus the
vegetation on it block the views in
the area and discourage intruders.

These types of borders also block the views and do not support the open landscape character
of the area. An option would be to reduce the height of the dike (x) to eg. x=1,5m. so the
view would not be entirely blocked. Additionally if the dike was not so steep maybe it could
create the opportunity for people to walk on it and gain the view over the landscape. In this
case the water ditch along it should be wider so it could prevent prople from jumping over
into the farm.
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border (c) a wide ditch

x
a ditch _x=5 to10m width

Fig.22: Borders [type (c)]

a wide water body isolates the
private land.

A wide ditch (water body) is capable of offering company security but at the same time
maintains the open landscape character of an area

the brackish water ditch
Zeeuwse Tong is obliged by law to have a brackish water ditch around their farm for
protecting the surrounding areas from salt water intrusion.
This water ditch will also be an ecological barrier and it has nature value.
Each time the flexible spaces, between the
brackish water ditch and the surroundings,
needs to be specified as well as the width it
needs to be.

Fig.23: flexible spaces

For the experimental farm we choose to have a ~10m wide brackish water ditch acting at the
same time as a border, offering company security, and as a buffer to any salt water intrusion.
The open landscape character will be respected in this way too, and having already ponds under
the ground and netting on each of them the visual impact of the ponds will be minimized.
10m.

brackish water ditch
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4.3 Contextual design principles
The following two maps show the decisions made regarding the experimental farm, in
relation to the context of the site. [see Appendix_part5_in5.1]
The first map shows how the design utilizes the contextual situation to integrate the farm
with them.The second map shows how the principle of concealing and revealing was applied
from the perimeters of the site and which are the points and routes from which the farm
will be experienced the most.
The contextual design principles were carried through in our design phase and together with
the results of the design tools were used through a process of elimination [see Appendix_
part5_in5.2], for positioning the six units within the 70Ha site. This process eliminated
unsuitable combinations and the suitable ones together with the analytical components
formed the final design concepts and their alternatives (case A1, A2 and A3)

Contextual design principles

Contextual map of experiences

BRACKISH DITCH
BRACKISH DITCH

FOOTPATH

FOOTPATH
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Fig.24: map of contextual design
principles
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NATURE DEVELOPEMENT
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Fig.25: contextual map of experiences
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4.4 Analytical components
1. Percentage of space: Private/Public/Nature
We calculated that, in the case of the experimental farm, the ‘Zeeuwse Tong units’ together
with additional space required for other activities in the farm, will occupy 70% of the space
within the site. This leaves 30% of flexible space [see also Appendix_part3_34-35pg.] to
utilise in other ways. Within the 30% flexible space we examined 3 sub-cases, varying the
usage of this space in each of them.
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Case A1
The farm occupies 100% of the total
area of the site. The flexible space is
used by the farm, for experimenting
with new techniques and gives space
for extra saline crops or other
productive units.

Case A2
The farm occupies 85% of the total
space. Half the flexible space is
utilised by the farm, and the other
half for nature and the public,
these areas being chosen with the
contextual situation in mind.

Case A3
The farm occupies 70% of the total
area. All the flexible space is utilised
for nature and the public.

2. Technique - The Composition of the elements that form the unit
the Zeeuwse Tong unit
brackish water ditch

270m.

=

270m.

The Z.T. Unit is used and this will remain constant
throughout the sub-cases [see appendix_part2].
Where there is flexibility concerning the technique
is with the brackish ditch around all the units, the
infrastructure between the units, and the land use
within the flexible spaces. Concerning the brackish
ditch, this will get gradually wider and more natural,
both aesthetically and ecologically. As well as this
the buffer function of the ditch increases. The
infrastructure can be either dry, consisting of roads, or
wet, consisting of productive canals, where the work
will be done partly from boats. The flexible space
is varied in each case, either to benefit production,
public interaction and nature value.

100m
86

3. Water system
The water system of the ‘Z.T. unit’ is an isolated saline system [see Appendix_part2_Fig19_2425pg.], and this will remain constant throughout the sub-cases. The breadth of the brackish
water ditch will vary however, as the ditch influences more area each time. In the case A1 we
also give an alternative with the main infrastructure on saline water, while in the other cases
(A2 and A3) there are alternatives in which the volume of brackish water gradually increases
to buffer the salt water in the units.
case A1: 100% private
a. Farms infrastructure: on land

- The brackish ditch is a minimal width of 10m, and
follows the outer border of the entire area.This gives
a maximum area that is under influence of salt water,
with the brackish ditch offering a minimal buffer
(compere to other cases given later on) against any
salt that comes from the area.

Z.T. unit /PONDS

BRACKISH
WATER DITCH

Brackish

Salt

b. Farms infrastructure:
in the unit: on land
outside the units: productive salty canals

Brackish

- The main infrastructure of the farm consists of
saline water canals in between the pond units, but
not around them.They are also isolated, like the units,
from the brackish ditch. As well as for infrastructural
purposes, the canals will be productive, and serve as
extra water retention and filtering species can clean
the water.

Z.T. unit /PONDS

BRACKISH
WATER DITCH
SALINE WATER
INFRASTRUCTURE

Brackish

Salt

Brackish
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case A2: 85% private
a. Farms infrastructure: on land

- The brackish ditch is now given more space so
that it can have a larger breadth and therefore
better buffer function against salt water. the ditch
can now be utilised in these spaces to create an
interesting environment for the public and for nature
development.

Z.T. unit /PONDS

BRACKISH
WATER DITCH
BRACKISH
AREA

Brackish

Salt

Brackish

b.This is an alternative we have in a modular way with some brackish ditches already to pass
in the farm,

Brackish

Br.

Salt

Salt

Brackish

case A3: 70% private
a. Farms infrastructure: on land

- Now the brackish ditch is at a maximum, and
therefore also the buffering capacity against salt
water from the units. The brackish ditch system can
now be maximised for public interaction and nature
development.

Z.T. unit /PONDS

BRACKISH
WATER DITCH
BRACKISH
AREA

Brackish
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Salt

Brackish

b. Farms infrastructure: on land

- This time brackish water ditches are passing
between the units and they are also connected to
the standard brackish ditch in the perimeter of the
area. This gives a maximum buffering function against
salt water from the units and increases ecological
values.

Z.T. unit /PONDS

BRACKISH
WATER DITCH
BRACKISH
AREA

Brackish

Salt

Br.

Salt

Br.

Salt

Brackish

4 & 5. Public involvement and Nature value
case A1: 100% private

- There is a minimal level of public interaction, and
nature value. The public only interact visually from
outside the area, along various routes, with viewpoints
along them. The areas between the brackish ditch
and the pond units are filled with saline crops (at the
sites that are experienced basically on foot or bike),
so the pond system is mainly visible from elevated
views. The nature value is only in the brackish ditch,
which is extending the existing brackish water
ecosystem.

private area
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case A2: 85% private
- There are now spaces available for increasing the
public interaction, and the nature value. As well as
the brackish ditch getting more space, there is also
the chance for salt to brackish transition nature areas
on land, with access for the public, to get closer to
the edge of the farm and get a closer view of the
pond system.

private area

case A3: 70% private

- There is now 30% of the space available for public
interaction and nature. The level of coverage of the
brackish ditch is now at a maximum, the ditch system
can contain islands within its body. These islands are
either isolated, to maximise the nature development
there, and some accessible to the public, by means
of bridges or walkways to allow the public nearer to
the pond system. To enhance the experience for the
public, contextual landscape elements can be added
to create orientation points, or viewpoints (i.e. a
vliethuevel )

private area
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4.5 Design alternatives
We took the experimental farm as far as it could go considering the main objective of the
farm was for production and experimentation and that the Z.T. unit, with its large spatial
footprint and isolated saline water system, which would be in a, currently, brackish situation.
And considering the main agenda is production, the farm should be secure from public
interference which could damage the system.
The flexible space was the only real way we could try to increase the public involvement
and nature value criteria, in particular the brackish ditch, which acts as a buffer against saline
intrusion from the pond units, was utilized to this end. Bringing a more holistic system, with
multifunctional uses, i.e. buffering, creating security, giving the public closer access in an
interesting environment, and to create a brackish environment for nature to develop and
strengthen the existing nature in the surroundings.
When working through the analytical components we slowly moved away from the Zeeuwse
Tong projects program for the experimental farm to one that better befitted our vision.
To give a good impression of the results we have highlighted two examples to best show
how from a situation where all the focus was on the production criterion we bring forward
another situation which begins to approach our vision as best possible, considering the
restrictions as this stage, is achieved.
[for the other design alternatives see appendix_part5_in5.3]
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case A1:100% private
_alternative a.

N
S

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

INFRASTRUCTURE

- HARDENED SURFACE

SALINE CROPS
NEW SPACE FOR NATURE AND PEOPE
BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
/ BUFFER (existing and new )

BRACKISH WATER SYST
- 10M DITCH

BRACKISH WATER SYST

- NATURALISED

NEW TREES (POPLAR) & HIGH VEGETETIO
EXPERIMENTAL FARM BUILDINGS
FOOTPATHS
LANDMARK - VLIETHEUVEL

SALINE WATER INFRASTRUCTURE

100m.

SALINE PRODUCTIVE CANALS

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM

500m.

- 10M DITCH

INFRASTRUCTURE

- HARDENED SURFACE

SALINE CROPS
NEW SPACE FOR NATURE AND PEOPE
BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
/ BUFFER (existing and new )

EXISTING ELEMENTS
SHORT HISTORIC DIKE

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

DIKES
BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM

- NATURALISED

EXISTING FARMSTEADS

EXISTING TREES
EXISTING NATURE
NEW TREES (POPLAR) & HIGH VEGETETION
INFRASTRUCTURE
- HARDENED SURFACE

EXPERIMENTAL FARM BUILDINGS
FOOTPATHS
LANDMARK - VLIETHEUVEL

UNIT
INFRASTRUCTURE
- HARDENED SURFACE

SALINE RING DITCH
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SALINE WATER INFRASTRUCTURE

SALINE CROPS

SALINE PRODUCTIVE CANALS

SALINE PONDS

Case A1: 100% private _alternative a.

The design is of the case where the experimental farm occupies all the allocated space. This
shows how the public involvement and the nature value could not in any realistic way be
achieved, with only the extreme borders of the site to work with, and no physical access by
the public at all to the farm area. There is only the visual impact that has an influence on the
public passers [Fig. 26].
Following a principle of concealing and revealing [see fig. 25], we tried to minimize the
negative visual impact of such a farm, by guiding the views of the system from outside its
borders. The views of the actual pond system are minimal: only from elevated views on the
dike and from the main road approach from the estuary bridge to Tholen, is this possible.
And considering the flexible space is now filled with experimental saline crops, which in
themselves can be very beautiful, the views from the ground level around the perimeter of
the farm is more often of these crops than the ponds.
Simple hardened infrastructure outside the units. Farm building is contextually placed,
according to the balance of masses in the open polder landscape [see appendix_part5_
in5.1].
The second design result that is following is at the opposite end of the analytical framework,
and gives what we consider to be the maximum level of public involvement and nature value,
without breaking loose from the ‘Z.T. unit’ structure and whilst attaining a maximum level of
production albeit solely from the ‘Z.T. unit’.

N
S

Fig.26: sketch from outside the farm, from the low traffic rout in A1 case :100% private.
Ponds under the ground level. Low netting above each pond

100m.
500m.
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case A3:70% private
_alternative b.

N
S

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

INFRASTRUCTURE

- HARDENED SURFACE

SALINE CROPS
NEW SPACE FOR NATURE AND PEOPE
BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
/ BUFFER (existing and new )

BRACKISH WATER SYST
- 10M DITCH

BRACKISH WATER SYST

- NATURALISED

NEW TREES (POPLAR) & HIGH VEGETETIO
EXPERIMENTAL FARM BUILDINGS
FOOTPATHS
LANDMARK - VLIETHEUVEL

SALINE WATER INFRASTRUCTURE

100m.

SALINE PRODUCTIVE CANALS

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM

500m.

- 10M DITCH

INFRASTRUCTURE

- HARDENED SURFACE

SALINE CROPS
NEW SPACE FOR NATURE AND PEOPE
BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
/ BUFFER (existing and new )

EXISTING ELEMENTS
SHORT HISTORIC DIKE

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

DIKES
BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM

- NATURALISED

EXISTING FARMSTEADS

EXISTING TREES
EXISTING NATURE
NEW TREES (POPLAR) & HIGH VEGETETION
INFRASTRUCTURE
- HARDENED SURFACE

EXPERIMENTAL FARM BUILDINGS
FOOTPATHS
LANDMARK - VLIETHEUVEL

UNIT
INFRASTRUCTURE
- HARDENED SURFACE

SALINE RING DITCH
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SALINE WATER INFRASTRUCTURE

SALINE CROPS

SALINE PRODUCTIVE CANALS

SALINE PONDS

Case A3: 70% private _alternative b.

This example has 70% allocated to the farm and 30 % of flexible space remaining to be
utilized to increase the public involvement and nature value.
The brackish ditch has been brought to a maximum, both in its buffering function and the
space it occupies.. Brackish canals run between the units and are connected to the encircling
brackish water body. This brings some wholeness to the entire farm, by unifying all the
flexible spaces in one large system. The brackish water body contains islands in its broader
parts, which in isolation create perfect habitats for many species, ie. nesting fresh water birds,
and when connected, with walkways and bridges, to the footpath network, create pleasant
environments for people to recreate whilst reaching closer to the ponds system, to gain a
glimpse of how this interesting new way of farming the land works. The nature development
itself should also soften the visual impact of the pond units, and the negative impression
that a saline entity, in an area traditionally reliant on fresh water for agriculture, should be
threatening to the surrounding water systems and the local traditional farming activities. To
increase the public involvement more a ‘vliethuevel’ is placed in the southern corner of the
area, connected to the footpath network. This is a contextual landmark / folly, which can act
as an orientation element, and allows the public to interact with an element and to get an
elevated view of the entire farm, and the system in its entirety is revealed.
Simple hardened infrastructure outside the units but this time minimum since the units are
like islands and the additional infrastructure needed is mainly bridges to connect them. The
brackish water canals might also be used for transportation and other activities that can be
done by boat. The building is contextually placed, according to the balance of masses in the
open polder landscape [see appendix_part5_in5.1].
N
S

Fig.27: sketch from outside the farm, from the low traffic rout in A3 case :70% private.
Ponds under the ground level. Low netting above each pond

100m.
500m.
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4.5 Evaluation & conclusions
Although the design alternatives that we gave are reasonable solutions for the experimental
farm that the Zeeuwse Tong project would like to develop, we consider that a solution
like this only brushes the surface to fully achieving our vision of how a saline landscape,
containing farms of this nature, should be.
If we reflect back to our vision, the 5 elements in the symbiosis are all present, however, not
to the level we believe will lead to a holistic, multifunctional and socially accepted landscape.
Furthermore their saline system is not at the current time contextual as it is in a brackish
environment. If this case was simply multiplied to fill a larger space, there would be a situation
where many farmers would operate individually, and a fragmented landscape would be the
result, with saline islands in a brackish landscape. Another factor to consider is that the
spatial requirements of the units, these 270x270 meter units would be difficult to maximize
in an average farmers land, due to the varying sizes and the spread of land parcels.

LAND
≈2km

the Z.T. experimental farm into the landscape

LAND

LAND

≈2km

SEA

LAND

LAND

≈2km

SEA

LAND
≈2km

Applying the Z. T. pond system in a larger area
would result in a fragmented and ‘uncontrolled’
landscape.

Fig.28: future growth scenario

With a scale enlargement we consider a collaboration of farmers would be far better, as it
would create a unified landscape, and the farmers could work together to achieve a higher
level of profit. At the same time the parts of the pond system could be better arranged in the
landscape to facilitate them and adhere to the context of the landscape. Space that is gained
through this collaboration could then offer new environments for the public to explore, and
for nature to develop.
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As well as this, when one considers the future climate change predictions, with its effects
on the landscape, a saline pond system like this could be far more integrated into the
landscape, considering the processes of salinisation and the vulnerability of the marginal
fresh groundwater lens present in the location, on which the rural economy relies.
Due to current laws the system of the Zeeuwse Tong project must be isolated from the
surroundings as not to disturb it, and this restriction was adhered to in the case ‘experimental
farm’. In the future we believe this will change as the influence of salt will increase, so then
it will be possible to integrate the saline water of their system with the surroundings, to
create a truly saline landscape, which will be durable for the future. The level of integration
of the water system can be far higher, and influence the whole landscape, adding to the
multifunctionality and holistic nature of the desired landscape. And considering the future,
it should be saline so as to be sustainable. Another benefit would be that the water system,
now being saline, could be integrated with the pond units, so that the water from the ponds
could be filtered in nature areas, and on crops, all within one large water system for the
saline landscape, and maybe even be recycled back to the ponds, if the right water quality
could be achieved.
Due to the industrial nature of the pond system, even when it is, to the best of our ability, with
the use of the design tools, integrated as far as possible, it still only softens the visual impact
enough. We believe the pond system should seem more in harmony with its surroundings
and the larger scale water system.
By breaking down the Z. T. pond system into its parts and reassembling them, maintaining
the same spatial ratios and applied in a more contextual way to the landscape, it could be
possible to facilitate the multifunctional and holistic aspects.
It is therefore also necessary to increase the aerial for nature development and for public
interaction. And to realize that these can also be sources of income for the local economy,
and at the same time does not allow the landscape to be dominated by production.
The public interaction could also be increased considerably. In the case ‘experimental farm’
the physical interaction of the public with the actual pond system is almost non existent, only
in a visual sense, and then never from closer than 10-15 meters away from them.
To truly appreciate the benefits of the visionary saline landscape, the pond system should
be more accessible, and together with the water system should facilitate nature, which is
appreciated by the public; and even more so a type of nature that is more contextual in a
ecological sense and will be facilitated by the effects of climate change, rather than being
negatively affected by it.Also to express the natural processes present in a delta environment,
with its many transition environments which benefits the biodiversity of an area.
All the before mentioned reasoning’s became the basis for he case ‘saline polders’.
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chapter

05

saline polders

saline

province of Zeeland,
at the Netherlands

case ‘experimental farm’
case ‘saline polders’
area: 70 ha

Noord Beveland

2010

05. saline polders

polders
5.1 Location and program
Location: To help us find a location to apply the case ‘saline polder landscape’ we made a
large scale analysis of Zeeland and researched into any current issues involving problems with
fresh water based agriculture, now and in the future. Also part of this analysis was looking at
the Provincial plan for Zeeland, Nature 2000 and ‘Nederland weer Mooi’ (Deltaplan voor het
landscape). All these information, together with our own map analysis helped us to derive
possible suitable areas in Zeeland for new saline landscapes; areas that were satisfying our
criteria for the case ‘saline polders’ [see Appendix_part 6_in 6.1.1]. One of our selected areas
was Noord Beveland, where also the experimental farm will be situated, and in combination
with the fact that this area is also recommended by the province for aquaculture we decided
the further development of the thesis to be there. When we zoomed in to Noord Beveland,
even though in the provincial plan the selected area for aquaculture was on the eastern side
of the island, we wanted to confirm if their proposed area fulfilled also our own criteria for
the selection of a location for saline polder landscapes. We did this with a contextual and
s.w.o.t. analysis for Noord Beverland which lead us to the same eastern coast of the island.
Our growth scenario shall start along the edges of the sea dike, as this is where salinization
will take place first, and then gradually grow inland, up to a border, which was determined
through the contextual analysis and s.w.o.t. analysis. [see Appendix_part 6_in 6.1.2] There is
also a growth scenario over time, as we believe a landscape like this should grow gradually
from a small start, as climatic conditions gradually change and new techniques for aquaculture
are developed.This way the people can gradually get used to the transformation and also the
experimental farm will have time to prove the techniques they have developed, the surest
way to convince any farmers.

area: ~600 ha

Noord Beveland

2020

_ future scenario
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Existing atmosphere - context of the site
In the location we identified four different landscape characters, which are shown in the map
below:
[more information about the site analysis are given in the Appendix_part6_in6.1.2]

(Double) dike landscape
Open polder landscape
Industrial harbor landscape
Residential areas, small Zeeuwse
fishing village atmosphere
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the atmosphere of the 4 landscape characters
open polder landscape

(double) dike landscape

residential areas

industrial landscape
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Objectives of the ‘saline polder’ landscapes:

In the case of ‘saline polder landscape’, a new approach is necessary, because if the landscape
was to be filled under the ‘experimental farm approach’ it would result in a fragmented and
unstructured landscape, with isolated entities which are not in harmony with the landscape.
Now we have a collaboration of farmers, so the ‘Zeeuse Tong Unit’ can be broken down
into its components and combined in a holistic way, so farmers will share the infrastructure,
facilities, as well as the water filtering system.This would result in a multifunctional landscape
of a larger scale, which would allow more space for other activities and nature, and in this
way could gain extra profit from the land, whilst the impact of the ponds in the landscape is
reduced, as they are not randomly spread everywhere, or in undesired places.
IIn this case our Main thesis hypothesis is going to be tested [see chapter3_47pg].

the Zeeuwse Tong unit
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will create new forms which are more contextual
and that will increase the “multifunctionality” of the landscape
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‘Saline polders’/Multifunctional Saline Landscape

_ Collaboration of farmers, results in more space for other activities and profit.
_ Combined Water system, combined filtering, integrated
_ Increased tourist interaction
_ New saline nature, fresh–saline transitions
_ Extra profit through tourism, livestock grazing and nature value (rare species)
1. Farm ownership
In this case, ‘Saline Polder’ there is a collaboration of farmers. It is therefore obvious that
a new type of relationship between farms is needed, one that is more in balance, and also
multifunctional, increasing profitability and at the same time pleases more parties than just
the farmers.
We believe a collaboration of farmers [see Fig. 29] would be more beneficial;
to the landscape, allowing for a more integrated and contextual approach,
to the farmers, as they will not only profit from a more efficient land use, but also be able
to profit from new entities in the landscape, ie. Nature and tourism,
to the locals, as they would have a healthier and more aesthetically pleasing environment
to live in,
to the hydrological situation, with one large saline water system, on which the production
aspect is benefited, and which is durable to the effects of climate change.
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Existing land ownership

Collaboration of 12 farmers

Fig.29: Maps of land ownership.
The maps shown indicate: the first one the existing land ownership in the area and the second one shows the
(theoretical) new collaboration, achieved by the swapping of land and involving the 12 largest farms/landowners.

2. Product range
The range of products within the Zeeuwse Tong projects aquaculture system, that this time
are produced also in new forms (eg. retention ponds) and with the possibility for new
products to get incorporated in them.
Plus a wide range of saline crops.

Reflection on case A, regarding our vision

- The design tools gave us general constructs of how to deal with the impact of ‘Z.T. pond
system’.
- Public interaction criterion:
Public interaction only from the outside of the site will not lead to an understanding of the
new function of a this production method.
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With the ‘Z.T. unit’ physical public interaction is difficult, and if access was allowed, security
would be at risk.
The ‘Z.T. unit must’ be broken down to adapt to the landscape and to create ways for
the public to really experience the landscape with this new way of production in a polder
environment.
- Nature value criterion:
Only brackish nature is possible in case A which is not durable.
The nature should be predominantly saline, but also some brackish, and fresh to salt
transitions
The brackish nature is not facilitated by the production.
The nature should be applied according to the meta population theory, so that the opportunity
is created to have as many possible habitats (stepping stones) for species found in estuary
environments, ‘Schorren’, saline marshes/ saline intrusion in polders, flower dikes.
- Water system:
With an isolated saline water system in the production areas, and a brackish one in areas
for the public and nature, the location contains two separate systems, which do not function
together.
The entire water system should be saline so it can function as one whole system, making
it more holistic and so it would better facilitate a saline landscape which is durable for the
future changes in salt conditions.
The water system should facilitate the nutrient filtering of the entire landscape system and
unify the production areas with the areas for the public and for nature
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5.2 Design tool principles
Concerning the design tools, conclusions and the general design tool principles specified in
the case study (‘experimental farm’) were carried through into this case (‘saline polders’)
Further research and testing was needed as the form of the unit had changed as well as its
relationship with the landscape. The selections of the design tools are varying per sub-case
within the case ‘saline polders’. A short overview of the new categories that have been
analyzed and tested in this case will be given in the following pages and in each sub-case we
highlight our choices; additional data is also given in the Appendix_part4_design tools.

design tool no1
the elements of the unit

_ponds and infrastructure
In the case saline polders we looked at the following possibilities:
a. ponds under the ground level with hardened infrastructure

b. ponds under the ground level with saline water canals as infrastructure

c. ponds in saline water bodies (attached to the bottom / supported with concrete legs)

d. ponds floating in saline water bodies

We believe that the larger the water body, in which the ponds will be, the less darkening
effect will be created from the walls of the ponds an from the netting on them.
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Pros of having the ponds in water (category c. and d.):
_ the temperature of the water can stay in low/desired levels (cooling system)
_ it is a way to avoid dirt coming in to the ponds from the roads and from plant materials
at the edges.
_ having the ponds in water bodies offers also company security since it discourage intruders
while it is also replacing the security ditch needed before (selection from the case study’s
design tools).
Pros of water infrastructure:
_a far more ecological way since canals can “carry” ecological values and offer connectivity.
(connect nature areas)
_a less imposing way to operate on the farm compared to the hardened surface. The water
and their green edges will soften the visual impact of the ponds and/or the hardened surfaces.
_in the case of saline water infrastructure additional products can be produced in the canals
(eg. bivalves).
The ponds of Z.T. for the case study had to remain at the proposed size (10x100m. each)
since the experiment has been planned according to these dimensions. It was however
possible to lengthen the ponds (we used this possibility in case B3). There are limitations
concerning the width of the ponds, due to the size limitations of the machinery and of some
essential materials that they used, as they have been developed to standardised dimensions.
In the future the demand for new machinery adapted to new techniques will grow, and as
more farmers convert to this form of farming, the range of tools, and range of sizes of the
elements within the system will also grow.

_netting
For the experimental farm we selected to have netting above each pond in order to maintain
the open character and the same we prefer for the case ‘saline polders’. In some areas, where
the nets can ‘act’ as a landmark, a more artistic representation of netting can be used.
a. netting some centimeters under the ground level
						
[see also appendix_part4_in4.3_111pg.]

c. (as an example): for netting on ponds in water bodies
c1: nets attached to the walls of the ponds.
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c2: tide netting on short poles attached at the walls.

c3: nets on medium poles attached at the walls. A third pole is needed to support the netting
so they will not touch the ground

c4: nets on high poles attached at the walls.

_saline ring ditch in the “new unit”
The saline ring ditch in this case surrounds a larger area and partly serves company security
(in this case it becomes 10m. wide when it is not followed by an additional dike). In the other
areas the width depends on the amount of water that it needs to transport.
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_saline fields
In the case ‘saline polders’ the saline fields are getting up-scaled and/or are having flexible
shapes allowing for more efficient use of space in the saline area. The larger the saline field
will be the better the visual impact. The saline croplands will be full of colors.
[see also appendix_part4_in4.1_77-87pg.]

field of aster tripolium

field of brassica napus
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design tool no8
theories of preferences & experiences
Since we were designing, not only for the economy or the ecology, but also for people it
was important to try to analyze and understand how people would experience these new
landscapes. .
During our thesis process we attempted to assess the experiences and the emotions these
landscapes would bring. We imagined: how people would sense them by feeling, touching,
smelling, hearing and even tasting them; what emotions would be evoked in these new
landscapes; and always under the precept that these landscapes should fulfill peoples needs
(Hierarchy of needs - Maslow A. _ see Ap. Fig. 30), so that people would accept them or even
prefer them.
As landscape architects, we always make assumptions concerning the nature of perceptions
people have towards an environment/a scene, and how they sense it.
“Perception is viewed as not only merely dealing with information about the environment, but at
the same time yielding information about what the possibilities are as far a human purposes are
concerned.” Gibson, 1977
This was the reason why we wanted to bring forward theories from environmental psychology
that could offer some clarity on people’s preferences and reactions to a place, and on what
influences the affective appraisal of a place.
[see also appendix_part4_in4.8_114pg.]

seeing

smelling

touching

tasting

hearing
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Kaplan & Kaplan Model
of Environmental Preferences
Steven Kaplan (1975, 1987) and Rachel Kaplan (1975) constructed an environmental
preference model which involves 4 informational elements: Coherence, Complexity, Legibility
and Mystery, which are providing means of assessing landscape quality.

‘Preference Matrix’
of Kaplan & Kaplan

Characteristics of information

2-D space

Immediate

3D space

Promised

(visual array)

surface level
assessment

unconscious
assessment

Making sense/
Understanding

Exploration/
Involvement

Coherence
Legibility

Complexity
Mystery

Fig.30: Scheme of Maslow’s theory of Hierarchy of Human Needs

CHARACTERISTICS OF INFORMATION / LEVELS OF INTERPRETATION:

In the preference matrix on the one hand we have a “group” concerning two counter
characteristics, which are the following:
Making Sense: “refers to the concern to comprehend, to keep ones bearing, to understand
what is going on in the immediate here and now, and often in some larger world as well.” [Kaplan,
S., 1979]

Involvement /Exploration: “refers to the concern to figure out, to learn, to be stimulated.”
[Kaplan, S., 1979]

And on the other hand we have another “group” of two characteristics that has to do, as
Kaplan states, with the fact that people react both to the visual array (2D pattern), as if the
environment in front of them were a flat picture, as well as to a 3D pattern of space that
unfolds before of them.
The visual array gives immediate information while the 3D space gives promised (inferred
or predicted) information.
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Quoting Bell et al. this team of characteristics “revolves around the degree of effort required to
process environmental information or the immediacy in time of the components of the environment.
That is, coherence and complexity are thought to require less inference or analysis, whereas legibility
and mystery require more cognitive processing”.
THE 4 CHARACTERISTICS of accessing landscape quality:

Coherence: “it includes those factors which make the picture plane easier to organize, to
comprehend, to structure” [Kaplan, S., 1979] and generally to “hang together”.
Complexity: “it reflects how much is ‘going on’ in a particular scene, how much there is to look
at” [Kaplan, S., 1979]
Coherence and Complexity belong to the two-dimensional space and they give immediate
information but coherence is a making sense element while complexity an involvement
element. Kaplan and Kaplan point out that the greatest the complexity of a scene, the more
structure is required to organize it in this way, or in other words, for it to be coherent as
well.
Legibility: “the degree of distinctiveness that enables the viewer to understand or categorize
the contents of a scene” [Bell et al., 2001] Kaplan (1979) specifies that coherence concerns
the condition for perceiving while legibility concerns the conditions for moving within the
space.
Mystery: “the degree to which a scene contains hidden information so that one is drawn into the
scene to try to find out this information” [Bell et al., 2001]
Legibility and Mystery belong to the three-dimensional space and they give predicted
information but legibility is a making sense element while mystery an involvement element.
Generally people have the tendency to prefer landscapes in which all 4 characteristics are
present and the greatest the presence of each characteristic is the greatest the preference
towards the landscape is.
Concerning our thesis cases:
We realized quite early that the case ‘experimental farm’ was not able to bring forward all
4 components (coherence, legibility, complexity, mystery), at least not to a satisfying degree,
and especially concerning large scale areas. Because of this reason, plus various others
(regarding aspects which are named in the report), it became for us a case study and we
introduced two new cases for designing, keeping in mind to create landscapes that will have
all 4 characteristics present and into the greatest degree possible.
In the cases ‘saline polders’ and ‘productive nature & the sublime’ we believe that all 4
characteristics will be there and to a satisfying degree.Though these two cases are not really
comparable, due to their different natures, we assume that they will be some differences in
the degree that each characteristic will be present. For example we believe that the ‘saline
polders’ will have a larger degree of Legibility while probably the ‘productive nature’ a larger
degree of Mystery.
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design tool no10

Ecology - natural processes
What effects species diversity?

The following factors affect the diversity of habitats within an area, and will influence the
number of species that can develop there. To enhance the nature value criteria we keep
these factors in mind achieve the best result according to Nature 2000, and the various
theories about species diversity and populations.
Available space &
level of isolation		
Amount of disturbance
A-biotic conditions 		

Lowering fragmentation
Facilitating existing species
Encouraging migratory species
Lower domination risk
Extensive grazing to increase biodiversity
Lower disturbances (from human activity)
Variety of nutrient levels
Variety of water level influxes
Variety of altitudes

In the design process we try to create the ideal conditions for species belonging to the
Atlantic coastal biotope, such as saline requiring pioneer plant species and the salt tolerant
halophytes, and we use the Nature 2000 habitat guidelines to that end.
As well as this, we try to facilitate endemic estuary species that are present in the region,
some of which are red list species. Most of these species prefer saline wetland areas or areas
under the influence from the tides.
Finally Zeeland is an important region for migrating birds, which seasonally stop in large
numbers to rest and feed. The estuary environments are very abundant in food sources,
which are essential for these species on their long journeys.
With the design process we aim to create as many habitat types as possible which fit within
the Atlantic biotope.Throughout history there has been a decline in particularly inland saline
habitats due to land reclamation and artificial drainage. Inner dike saline marshlands are of
particular importance here, as these habitats have become very rare in a densely populated
part of Western Europe.

Habitat goals

_Tidal zones – Atlantic salt meadows (Schorren)
_Saline marshes/Saline polder areas
_Calcium rich dikes (flower dikes)
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Stages of succession in saline wetlands, ie inlagen
Pioneers 		

2nd succession 		
			

- Spartina anglica (Common Cordgrass)
- Salicornia
- Limonium vulgare
- Suaeda maritime (Seepweeds)
- Asteretea Trifolii (Seaaster)

The height of the shoreline determines the number of tidal submergences, which in turn
influences the plant species that occur along the shore [see Fig. 31].

source: MANAGEMENT of Natura 2000 habitats Atlantic salt meadows (Glauco-Puccinellietalia maritimae)1330
Directive 92/43/EEC on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora

Fig.31: Relationship between salt marsh species, tidal height and number of tidal inundations.The middle and high marsh equate,
approximately, to Atlantic salt meadows.This linear depiction is a highly simplified representation of the nature of salt marsh where
tidal creeks, saltpans, drift lines, patterns of erosion and accretion create a complex mosaic of habitat and vegetations types.

Habitat guidelines for the Atlantic coast region
- H1310 Annual pioneer colonizers of sand and mudflats with Salicornia and
other salt loving species
only from the species genus Zostera, Spartina and Salicornia, and possibly Suaeda maritime and
Elytrigia juncea
These species will grow in conditions where the tide brings sea water over the land two
times a day, with the daily tides.
(note – In the nature areas in the zone where the water levels fluctuate daily)
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- H1320 Spartina swards (Spartina Maritimae)
This habitat concerns pioneer vegetation that is dominated by spartina on temporarily
inundated mudflats, and usually in large polls.
- H1330 Atlantic salt meadows (Glauco-Puccinellietalia maritimae)
Seaaster class (Asteretea) - ‘salt tolerant’ facultative halophyte species
The Seaaster class (AstereteaTrifolii) includes the majority of the salt tolerant plant communities
in the Netherlands. In the north and the southwest these cover large areas, although they
lost much due to the Delta Works. And before that the closing of the Zuiderzee also had
this effect.
The determining factor for communities of the Seaaster class is a high salt level in the soil.This
salt comes directly or indirectly from sea water. In seawater the main ions that accumulate
in sea water are Sodium and Chloride ions. These ions are not a nutrient requirement for
vascular plants and for most species the concentrations of them in sea water is deadly. Only
a few specialist sorts are capable of developing in conditions where sea water regularly
washes over the ground.
Within the Asteretea class the label ‘salt tolerant’ is given, or they are otherwise known as
faculative ‘Halophytes’.Their adaptation exists out of accumulating sodium and chloride ions.
They actively absorb as many possible of these excess ions, so that the osmotic pressure
in the cell sap is higher than in the surrounding water in the soil. This way the plants can
continue to absorb water through the roots. Through this process the halophytes make
their direct surroundings saltier, until it is washed away by rain or the sea. Certain halophytic
grasses manage to keep a low salt content, by accumulating sugars to keep their osmotic
pressure high. This is the case with Puccinellia maritime, which amongst the salt plants is the
best for herbivores and birds to graze on. Aster tripolium is popular with sheep.
A large part of the areas that are covered with the Asteretea communities remain salt due
to periodical inundation by sea water. In the zone which is under influence of the daily tides,
the Seaaster class will not be present, this is the domain of the ‘salt requiring’ plants. Most of
the Seaaster class are not influenced by the daily tides, but are reached by the spring tides.
The lower level of this class is where roughly 60% of the days of the year are influenced by
sea water.
(note - In the designs the tidal influxes can be simulated when the pond water is refreshed)
Another influencing factor, for the presence of the Asteretea class, is the nature of the substrate,
which when is finer, facilitates this class. If the substrate is rough then low turbulence is needed
for the establishment of halophyte vegetation. Areas where the substrate is continuously
moved around by the wind and water, there will be no Seaaster class or salt requiring species
[Zostera (Seagras), Salicornia etc.] found.
(note – Little wind in areas behind the dikes, and in inlagen.)
Most halophytes require a nutrient rich substrate due to the required high rate of growth,
and fine soils hold more nutrients than rough soil. In a situation with heavy clay little air
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will penetrate deeply in to the soil, between inundations, and therefore oxygen poor
environments are the result. Many halophytes have adapted to these conditions, to varying
degrees.The most favourable soil type for halophytes is silt holding to silt rich clay and sandy
clay. The more silt there is the smaller the fluctuations in salt content will be.
(note – Our location consists of a clay substrate, which is ideal for the establishment of halophyte
vegetation.)
Halophyte vegetation is also determined by the relief of the location. Higher lying areas
become drier more easily, and therefore the salt content fluctuates more. In lower areas, the
soil is likely to be wetter, and the salt content more stable. In a relief there will be a transition
in vegetation.
As well as the tidal influences, the substrate and the relief the composition of salt vegetation
will be hugely influenced by grazing. Natural grazing occurs by Hares and more significantly
in the beginning and later parts of the winter, by large troops of geese. And the higher lying
Schor grounds were traditionally always grazed by sheep. Even for human consumption the
schorren also played a role. In Zeeland Aster tripolium as well as Salicornia, cut wild for in a
salad, and efforts have been made to integrate these ‘sea vegetables’ in the local culture.
Intensive grazing will result in that only the trample resistant grass, and grass like species
(Atriplex portulacoides, Festuca rubra and Elytrigia atherica), will dominate an area. The highest
degree of variation will be achieved in a situation where extensive grazing takes place, over
a large area.
(note – We will have grazing mainly on the dikes)
Associations in the Asteretea class
Within the Asteretea class there are 14 associations, which can be grouped into 3 alliances.
- In low to middle high salt meadow areas (up to the spring tide high water level)
Alliance of Puccinellion maritimae
Strongest growing of the halophytes
(note – In the areas of retention, where the water levels fluctuate the most, and the water is of a
high salt concentration, which is stable.)
- In high salt meadow areas (between the average spring high tide level and average storm
high tide level)
Alliance of Armerion maritimae
In transition areas from salt to fresh water
(note – On the higher lying areas within the nature areas and the lower parts of the dikes, where
there is a salt to fresh transition.)
- Mainly in inner dike areas (saline marsh conditions, with minimal tidal effects, and grazed)
Alliance of Puccinellio- Spergularion salinae
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In places with a strongly fluctuating salt level and a dense substrate
Short life spans, and quickly succeeded by longer living species, also because salt levels may
drop suddenly.
Require high levels of nutrients
(note – Can be applied in nature areas, in the more stagnant pockets that are only inundated rarely,
pools etc. around saline crops on the edges of the infrastructure and the parcels. Around the ponds
where disturbances and salt water spillage occurs, water is nutrient rich in these areas)

Calcium rich dikes (flower dikes)

The polder landscape goes synonymously with the dikes, to keep the sea out of these
artificially drained, low lying areas.These dikes are usually made of heavy clay, extracted locally,
which is calcium rich. This then results in an abundance of grasses and flowers which prefer
these conditions. In our saline landscape these dikes will create fresh to saline transitions
depending on the position on the dike, the lower parts being more saline, this will increase
the species diversity even more.
(note – The dikes can be grazed by sheep)

Estuary Birds and Mammals
Local bird species
Scholekster (Eurasian Oystercatcher) Haematopus-ostralegus
Wulp (Eurasian Curlew) Numenius arquata
Tureluur (Common Redshank) Tringa totanus
Bergeend (Common Shelduck) Tadorna tadorna
Rosse Grutto (Bar-tailed Godwit) Limosa lapponica
Steenloper (Ruddy Turnstone)Arenaria interpres
Bontbek plevier (Ringed Plover)Charadrius hiaticula

Noorse woelmuis (Northern Root vole) Microtus oeconomus

The Northern Root vole lives in high vegetation with predominantly grass species. This
species has a preference for wet terrain such as reed-land, marshland, wet hay-land, moist
dune valleys and temporary inundated areas. Because the Root vole is not afraid of water it
can easily reach small islands.
The population in the Netherlands is a remnant of the last ice age. The Root vole was then
found in the Alps and in England.When the ice retreated the Root vole has almost disappeared
from western and middle Europe. In the Netherlands it has managed to survive, although the
distribution has reduced drastically, and has reduced to a few fragmented habitats.
Habitat loss is not the only factor which is endangering these species: field mice and field
voles. In Noord Beveland this is also the case. Up to the 60’s the Root vole was fairly
abundant on the island. But when the Delta Works were built, the island was invaded by the
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more common species, and the Root vole was out competed from much of its habitat. The
only habitat left was in wet environments, as this is disliked by the invading species.
The loss of isolation is not solely to blame for the reduction in Root voles, but also changes
in the water systems such as the lowering of the groundwater levels, and reductions in tidal
influxes are large influencing factors. And also intensive land use, industrial development,
refuse dumps and increasing recreation has had a negative impact.
The Northern Root vole is on the list of protected species in the Convention of Bern and in
1994 appeared on the Red-list of endangered and vulnerable mammals in the Netherlands.
Also the Root vole is also the only priority species in the Netherlands within the Habitat
guidelines for Nature 2000.
Within the guidelines the aim is to maintain the genetic variation in the Netherlands to
ensure its continued existence. This will be done according to the following goals;
- Maintaining the existing habitats of the Root vole
- Nature management in these areas to improve the quality of the habitats, in both protected
areas and in the agricultural areas, the water system and recreational areas
- Expanding the area of the habitats through nature restoration and nature development
- Removing the barriers between small scale populations, so that interaction and recovery
of the populations is possible.
Ecology theories that brought forward:
- Meta-population (- island theory)
- Stepping stone theory
Research was held on:
- Nutrient filters
- Halophytes
- Trampling
- Historical saline species, cabbage, sugar beets

Microtus oeconomus
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5.3 Contextual design principles
The contextual design principles that are following are valid for all the cases that we have
been testing and they were derived from the site analysis (more specifically: they are based
on the contextual analysis and s.w.o.t. analysis _see Appendix_part5_in5.1.3).

Entrances and borders:
The landscape is revealed in varying ways,
according to whether the road is actually
entering the saline landscape, or whether
the entrance is only visual, along high speed
main roads. Also present in the location
are historical borders, according to which
century parts of the island were reclaimed.
The double dike landscape in the southern
part of the location is a part which was
reclaimed in the 18th century, and the open
polder areas are in the northern part
which was the first part to be reclaimed in
the 15/16th centuries.

Connecting the towns:
We want to connect the towns by creating
new foot and cycle paths between the
villages of Colijnsplaat, and Kats. On these
new routes, people will be venturing into
nature and the pond landscapes.
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BRACKISH

SALINE

Centralized processing:
Farmers can bring their harvested
products, which are processed (to varying
degrees), at a new processing area next to
the harbor near Kats. This area is central
in the location and is well connected to
the infrastructure. The new products can
then be transported via the harbor in Kats
and via an easy connection to the main
road infrastructure. The area is already of
an industrial nature and this kind of new
development will revive the whole area,
which in the past was used to manufacture
parts of the Zeeland Bridge, and before
that, parts of the Delta Works. Now the
harbor will have a new identity and will
bring an economical boost to the area;
while at the same time will facilitate the
local farmers. They will have reductions
in transport costs, energy use, and will
therefore also profit from this.
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Brackish water ditch as a hydrological border:
It is an element in the existing water system
that will be used as a divide between the
saline landscape and the fresh water based
agriculture. In all our examined cases of
‘saline polders’ it will get expanded so it
can isolate the whole ‘saline area’. Here
there will be a transition between salt
and fresh water, and the ditch will insure
that any excess salt water can be diverted
through the existing drainage pattern. We
cannot calculate the width of the ditch
needed for a saline area of this scale but
in our designs we are giving 10m. width as
the minimum we believe is needed.
the yellow circles indicate
The lowest lying areas:
At the end points of old drainage creeks,
from times when the land was reclaimed.
The nature/ nutrient filter areas can be
placed here, to facilitate the water flow.
Here will be the final retention areas within
the water system.

5.4 Analytical components
1. Percentage of space: Private/Public/Nature
Within the constructs of our theory, we tested
50
50
a 50 / 50% relationship between productive land
and a multifunctional landscape that caters for all,
50% public/nature & 50% private
increasing the influence of the public involvement
(productive area)
and nature value criteria. Integrating the private
areas with public and nature, and visa versa, thereby increases the multifunctional use of the
landscape.

2. Technique - The Composition of the elements that form the unit
Becoming gradually more contextual fitted to the landscape and loosing the form of the
Z.T. unit. Within the collaboration the unit is broken down into its components, and then
combined in a holistic way and shared, so as to increase the multifunctional use of the
land, but also position the aquaculture elements in a contextual way, which strengthens the
landscape character and insures sustainability. In this case there are also new productive
elements added, such as extra retention ponds/canals and more space for saline crops.

3. Water system
Water is pumped from the Oosterschelde to the pond system, filtered inside a larger system in the
whole landscape, back to sea or recycled into system.
A more holistic water system, of a larger scale, which is saline and therefore resilient to
future increases in salt levels. The water system is integrated with the surroundings and
combines the production with the areas for nature and the public, while facilitates the
transportation of the nutrients from the productive areas to the nature areas where they
are further filtered by Halophytes.

4. Public involvement
- Use of contextual landforms to adhere to public expectations
- increasing level of interaction in the landscape
- increasing public interaction in the production areas
- saline landscape experience
- cultural heritage reinforced (eg. fishing culture, inlagen, agriculture)

5. Nature value
- increasing nature value in the production areas
- towards creating nature according to Atlantic coastal region habitant guidelines for nature 2000
- salt to brackish water transitions
- maximum number of habitats that belong in an estuary environment
- nature becoming more resilient to future changes
- biodiversity increased from excess nutrients
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5.5 ‘Saline polders’ _ Case B1
5.5.1 Analytical components
structural scheme
FOR SALINE NATURE
B1&2 SPACE
STRUTURAL
& PARTLY FOR RECREATION

PRODUCTIVE LAND

SPACE FOR SALINE NATURE
& PARTLY FOR RECREATION

PRODUCTIVE LAND
MAIN ROUTES FOR PUBLIC

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT - MAIN ROUTES

B3 STRUTURAL
SPACE (INLAGEN) FOR SALINE NATURE
& PARTLY FOR RECREATION

PRODUCTIVE INLAGEN
SALINE CROPS

=

PRODUCTIVE LAND

DIKE 1,50m. high

DIKE 3,00m. high

existing DIKES
existing SEA DIKE

1. Percentage of space: Private/Public/Nature
In this case the 50% private productive area is
separate from the 50% for nature and the public.
There is no public interaction in the productive
areas, only visually from their borders.
The only thing combining the productive areas with
the nature areas is the water system, which transports
the nutrients from the ponds to the nature areas,
which filter the nutrients from the water, and then is
leaded to the final retention lakes.
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PRIVATE
PUBLIC interaction
NATURE

2. Technique - The Composition of the elements that form the unit
To soften the formal image of the Zeeuwse Tong pond unit, we broke their unit down into
its component parts, although we didn’t entirely break from their structure.
Each pond is still 100 x 10 meters in dimension, and we kept the “group of 8 ponds” that was
introduced by the Zeeuwse Tong (7 ponds in parallel with one pond perpendicular to them
and with gaps of 5 meters between ponds for the infrastructure).
The relative area of crops, compared to the Z.T. unit, is higher and is now combined to
increase functionality and also the ponds can be better fitted in the landscape.

THE NEW ‘UNIT’
for case B1

to the NATURE

GROUP OF 8 PONDS
RETENTION
PONDS & CANALS
SALINE CROPS
SALINE DITCHES

to the NATURE

For the case B1 we chose to have ponds under the ground with netting above each of
them and the infrastructure is remaining hardened.

However we also tested some alternatives with water infrastructure (case B1b)
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schematic representation
of the water system in the
saline area

productive
land

productive
land

productive
land

productive
land

x-section of the water system _ existing situation per individual farm
FARM 1

brackish ditch

agricultural land

agricultural land

brackish ditch

5,00 to 10,00m

5,00 to 10,00m

fresh water
salty / brackish water

2,00

2,00

fresh water
salty / brackish water
50m

x-section of the water system _ new situation
in this section are indicated also the products produced per area as well as the activities incorporated
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in each farm

algae

saline crops

shellfish
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3. Water system
One large saline water system, combines all the areas in the landscape, and facilitates the
nutrient filtering process of the waste water from the ponds.
- Water is pumped from the Oosterschelde to the ponds
- At least once per day the pond water is refreshed and the waste water is then lead to saline
ditches (the former saline ring ditch of the ‘Z.T. unit’) from where is sprayed to the saline
crops (they act also as hydrofilters).With underground pipes is collected and brought to the
retention ponds in the private productive areas (if the capacity of water in the saline ditches
is more then what the crops need it can get transferred immediately to the retention ponds).
In the retention ponds the water is partly filtered by bivalves or absorbed by algae.
- A retention canal then collects water from these retention ponds, to transport the water
to the nature areas ‘primary retention lake’, at the beginning of the nature filter area.
- From this retention lake, the water is flushed through a system of creeks and streams, in
the filter area, which contains halophyte plants which further extract more nutrients from
the water.
- Eventually the water will reach the final retention lake and being cleaned can be pumped
back into the Oosterschelde to complete the cycle, or even recycled back into the ponds.
[see also Appendix_part6_in6.2.1]

in the nature
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4. Public involvement
The public interaction is mainly inside the nature areas (eg. bird watching, the final retention
lake can be utilized for recreational activities for the public) and from the borders of the
productive area or the borders of the saline landscape.
There are views of the ponds from strategic areas, such as from the sea dike and other
elements.
Existing land elements have been integrated with the routes for the public, in and around
the saline landscape.

5. Nature value
Large isolated nature areas.
Nature areas also function as final retention areas and nutrient filters, which benefits the
typical Atlantic coastal habitats.
There is a high level of possible public interaction. There are however more isolated areas,
away from the footpaths, which have a low disturbance level.
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=

PRODUCTIVE LAND

structural scheme of nature
and tourist involvement

scheme of the nature filter [see also x.section in Appendix_part 6_173pg.]
low level water

water from ponds pumped to the upper retention lake in the nature area

water barriers open and the water flows through creeks and small natural retention ponds

water is collected in the lowest retention lake
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Tourists experiences in the nature areas

[see Appendix _part6_in 6.2.2 for some results of the testing of the analytical
components and of the selection of the design tools for case B1]
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5.6 ‘Saline polders’ _ Case B2
5.6.1 Analytical components
structural scheme
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1. Percentage of space: Private/Public/Nature
Again there is 50 % of the space for production
(productive land), and 50 % of the total space is for
nature and the public. In this sub-case the nature
areas become more integrated with the pond areas,
as one continuous element through the entire
landscape. The public can venture into this nature
area and at some points the public can also venture
into the production areas.

PRIVATE
PUBLIC interaction
NATURE
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2. Technique - The Composition of the elements that form the unit
In this sub-case we take the breakdown of the ‘Z.T. unit’ a bit further by placing the ponds in
a larger body of water, (see design tools), but keeping to the same configuration of a group
of 8 ponds. Around the edges of this new water body will be saline crops, and the large
water body, in which the the ponds are , acts as a reservoir to retain the water in the whole
system. All together this forms a new kind of productive unit, that has a much lower visual
impact, with the same level of production possible, or even more than in case B1. The public
can now venture close to the edges of the pond areas, and because the ponds are in a water
body, they are not directly accessible, and this way there is also company security issues are
achieved.

THE NEW ‘UNIT’
for case B2

NATURE filter

GROUP OF 8 PONDS
RETENTION
PONDS & CANALS
SALINE CROPS
SALINE NATURE
SALINE DITCHES

to the NATURE
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For the case B2 we chose to have ponds in water bodies (leading to a water infrastructure
also) with netting above each of them.

It is possible for the ponds to be floating.

3. Water System
One large saline water system, which combines all the areas in the landscape and facilitates
the nutrient filtering process of the waste water from the ponds.
- Water is pumped from the Oosterschelde to the ponds
- The new production entities are in sequence within the water system and the waste water
from the ponds eventually reaches one large retention pond.
- From this retention pond, the water is then passed through the nature filter area, running
centrally through the pond units, and ends up in the final retention lakes. The water flow
is slowed down as much as possible through the filter area, by means of a sequence of
ponds along the way, so that there is more time for the nutrients, carried by the water, are
absorbed.
- From the final retention lakes the water is then pumped back to the Oosterschelde, or
recycled back into the system.

schematic representation
of the water system in the
saline area

productive
land
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x-section of the water system

productive land
SEA

saline crops

ponds in saline water
and retention ponds

5.00

500m.

4. Public involvement
Public interaction is mainly inside the nature areas, and from the outer borders of the saline
landscape, but as the nature runs through the entire area, a new route can be created that
runs through this area, to give the public a better experience of a saline landscape.
This time it is possible to venture closer to the ponds, through pockets of nature inside the
productive area or with some platforms for public.
Within the pockets of nature inside the productive areas, people can really get close to some
showcase ponds, where the production is of slightly less significance, so will not be affected
negatively.
The routes through the landscape and the routes along its borders are clustered at certain
points, where there is a concentration of elements for the public recreation.
The areas containing the retention lakes are used more for water recreation and some
nature tourism.

5. Nature value
The nature area is again one large system, but it is more strung out, and connects all the
areas within the saline landscape.
The Nature filter area runs centrally through the pond areas and ends at the same place as
in case B1, where the nature is retaining the water at the end of the system.
Within the nature are new routes for the public, which can recreate to varying degrees
in the landscape, without influencing the production areas. The levels of disturbance can
therefore be quite high along these routes, but more isolated areas are also created where
access is difficult.
Nature areas also function as final retention areas, and nutrient filters, which benefits the
typical Atlantic coastal habitats.
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Public/Tourists experiences in productive areas
The public/tourists in nature will have the same experiences and activities that are described in case B1 (see 130pg.) but in this
case the level of interaction in the productive areas is increased allowing people to experience them from closer, for example with
platforms in the retention ponds (in which also the Z.T. ponds are situated) or even by giving them some small areas to get involved
(fishing in small retention ponds for public).

[see Appendix _part6_in 6.3.1pg. for some results of the testing of the analytical
components and of the selection of the design tools fro case B3]
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5.7 ‘Saline polders’ _ Case B3
a new system based on the inlagen concept:
All along the northern part of the island of Noord Beveland there is a row of inlagen a
historical double dike system that has been created in the past when a new dike was build
behind the threatened one in order to protect the land from flooding. The inlagen besides
being significant cultural historic elements are also important nature reserves and are
included in Nature 2000. Seepage water which flows under the outer sea dike makes most
of the area saline. [see also appendix_part 8]
We continued the pattern of the inlagen along the eastern part of the island and we also
added an extra dike in parallel with the sea dike, creating two rows of inlagen. This new dike
system is used as a base for our new saline landscape.
inlagen at the fringes: nature inlagen
inner inlagen: is our production areas (where the ponds will be incorporated)

existing inlagen

existing+new inlagen

‘necklace’ of inlagen
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5.7.1 Analytical components
In each of the previous cases has been tested different elements and types of relationships
within the analytical components. Conclusions from case B1 carried to case B2, in which ,in
order to minimise the negative aspects and to increase further more public involvement and
nature values, some elements evolved differently (eg. ponds in water bodies and not with
hardened infrastructure) and a new approach / principle for some other were introduced eg.
how the nature is placed spatially (nature filter connected and not as isolated pockets).Then
from B2 all conclusions and the positive aspects (eg. public experiencing
the productive
areas
B1&2
STRUTURAL
from closer and not only form outside views) were brought in to the case B3 and together
with the ‘concept’ of the inlagen system the analytical components evolved under different
principles, increasing even more the nature value and the public involvement criterion.
SPACE FOR SALINE NATURE
& PARTLY FOR RECREATION

PRODUCTIVE LAND

MAIN ROUTES FOR PUBLIC

structural scheme
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=

PRODUCTIVE LAND

1. Percentage of space: Private/Public/Nature
This sub-case also has a 50/50 % spatial relationship
between productive land, and land for nature and the
public. Within the productive spaces, we have increased
the nature value and public interaction, so the nature
areas are not just isolated areas, but integrated amongst
PRIVATE
the productive areas also. The level of public interaction
is increased by means of the dike network we create,
PUBLIC interaction
surrounding the newly introduced inlagen. This runs
NATURE
throughout the entire saline landscape, and the public
routes follow these dikes. The saline crops have been
separated from the pond areas and concentrated into larger continuous areas, which follow
the land side border of the saline area, so that the production of these crops is facilitated
as the farmer does not need to reach the small spaces around the ponds, where the crops
were in the previous sub-cases and a nice transition from the inlagen to the brackish border
ditch is created.

2. Technique - The Composition of the elements that form the unit
In this sub-case we have almost entirely broken loose from the Zeeuwse Tong unit, with as
only constraint remaining being the width of the pond (10m). The lengths of the ponds are
now flexible and again the ponds are in a larger body of water. With the more flexible pond
dimensions, they now can be applied to more irregular shaped areas and become more
contextual to the new landscape identity. As already mentioned, we have applied a double
dike system (new inlagen) to the landscape, half of which are for nature development and
recreation, and the other half are for the ponds. The unit has therefore become a small
system including a nature inlagen, a pond inlagen and saline crop parcels, bound together with
the water system. These mini systems are then connected into one large system.

THE NEW ‘UNIT’
for case B3
NATURE filter

We choose to have again ponds in
water bodies with netting low over
each of the ponds like in case B2
(see xxxpg))
PONDS (10m. x free length)

RETENTION
PONDS & CANALS
SALINE CROPS
SALINE NATURE
SALINE DITCHES
PONDS (10m. x free length)
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3. Water system
Water system between the new ‘units’
The large scale saline water system is made up of smaller mini-systems, which can either be
isolated, or combined as one larger entity. The level of isolation will vary depending on water
levels and water quality, and will allow for flexibility of the water situation in each individual
inlagen.The smaller systems are all interconnected so that the water can be directed to their
neighbour, by means of underground pipes and wind and solar powered pumps.
Water system in the ‘unit’
- Water is pumped from the sea into the ponds
- Ponds are refreshed daily, waste water is then pumped into retention ponds near to the
crop parcels.
- The water is sprayed over the crops, and collected through underground drainage to
retention areas.
- Within the retention areas the water is further cleaned by cockles, muscles and water
plants.
- The cleaner water is then transported to the nature areas

x-section of the water system

nature inlagen

SEA

18,00

26.31

5.00

500m.
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schematic representation
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x-section: ground differences in the nature inlagen
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4. Public involvement
Public interaction is mainly inside the nature areas, and from the outer borders of the saline
landscape, but as the nature runs through the entire area, a new route can be created that
runs through this area, to give the public a better experience of a saline landscape.
This time it is possible to venture closer to the ponds, through pockets of nature inside the
productive area or with some platforms for public.
Within the pockets of nature inside the productive areas, people can really get close to some
showcase ponds, where the production is of slightly less significance, so will not be affected
negatively.
The routes through the landscape and the routes along its borders are clustered at certain
points, where there is a concentration of elements for the public recreation.
The areas containing the retention lakes are used more for water recreation and some
nature tourism.

5. Nature value
The nature area is again one large system, but it is more strung out, and connects all the
areas within the saline landscape.
The Nature filter area runs centrally through the pond areas and ends at the same place as
in case B1, where the nature is retaining the water at the end of the system.
Within the nature are new routes for the public, which can recreate to varying degrees
in the landscape, without influencing the production areas. The levels of disturbance can
therefore be quite high along these routes, but more isolated areas are also created where
access is difficult.
Nature areas also function as final retention areas, and nutrient filters, which benefits the
typical Atlantic coastal habitats.

experiences along dikes
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5.8 Evaluation
In the hypothesis we question whether the deconstruction of the Zeeuwse Tong unit and
the up scaling of its components can be applied to the landscape so that it is economically
viable, adheres to the genius loci of the location and is ecologically resilient. The analytical
components were used as a basis to approach our hypothesis and were based on the three
criteria which were derived from our vision. These are Production, Public interaction and
Nature value, which could lead to a holistic, multifunctional and socially accepted landscape.
Through the components we developed the sub-cases for the saline polder landscape. In
each sub-case we tried to keep the same level of economic value, or more, than applying the
Zeeuwse tong unit to the same area, but at the same time trying to approach nearer to our
vision by increasing the level of public interaction and nature value in a new saline symbiosis.
For the three sub-cases we have the same spatial percentage of space for the production
and for nature and the public, but gradually we try to increase the holistic character and the
multifunctional aspects of the landscape, together with becoming more contextual, culturally,
and we hope the landscape will be better accepted by the local communities there.
Economic value of the productive areas
In the sub-cases we aimed to achieve the same economic value as would be achieved with the
Zeeuwse Tong unit, whilst reducing the spatial and visual impact of the ponds and the other
parts of the system. Through the 3 sub-cases, we gradually broke free from the Zeeuwse
Tong unit, and with a collaboration of farmers, rearranged the components of the unit in a
more efficient way, concerning functionality in the collaboration of farmers, and in a more
contextual and less imposing way to please the public and facilitate nature development.
In case B1 we kept parts of the original formation of 8 ponds, but did not place them in the
same composition. The result was eventually still quite imposing on the landscape, with fairly
large areas with a similar aesthetic. The saline crops are placed more contextually and in
the areas that are remaining after the positioning of the ponds so that all the space can get
utilized.The crops have spatially similar sized parcels as the pond groups, and placed amongst
the pond units to try to lessen the visual impact of the ponds to some degree. Furthermore
the public does not get any real access to the productive areas, only through views from two
routes on the borders of the saline landscape. The result has fairly visually imposing pond
structures and a low potential for the public to understand the processes and functions of
the landscape.
In case B2 we again maintained the group of 8 ponds in the Zeeuwse Tong unit, but this time
placed them in a large body of water, so the infrastructure around the ponds is also in water.
This resulted in a lower negative visual impact, with none of the hardened infrastructural
elements, which create a fairly industrial aesthetic. This meant that more ponds could be
placed in one area, without an intensive or industrial character being the result. The saline
crops are now placed around the water bodies containing the ponds and again contextually
and in the space that remained free after positioning the ponds (utilization of the whole
space).The fields are bigger this time (than in case B1) since there are not so many fragments
created by the ponds and the hardened infrastructure. In this sub-case we place the nature
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as a more continuous entity in the saline landscape, which means the productive areas are
slightly more integrated and less dominant in scale. Through this nature there are routes
for the public and as the ponds are now in a body of water, they can venture closer to the
ponds without security of the system being compromised. Also there are pockets of space
for nature and the public in the productive areas, where the public can physically interact
with some of the ponds, to get a better understanding of this interesting new form of saline
food production, and help to promote this aquaculture system.
Although a less visually impacting result than case B1 this case, we believe, still does not
reach an ideal state according to our vision for a saline productive landscape. This is due to
the fact that the forms in the landscape still do not create a fully contextual, integrated and
holistic landscape.
The only place on the island of Noord Beveland which has large bodies of saline water are
the inlagen [see Appendix_part8], and therefore, in case B3 we used these historically and
culturally landscape forms as a basis for creating the ideal saline polder landscape.
This case is totally free from the ‘Z.T. unit’s’ structure, but only retains the pond width. Now
the ponds can be placed even more contextually, in the new spaces we create, and whilst
being more intensive, have a lower visual impact, as parts are hidden by dikes, and ponds
occupy less space, whilst being as profitable, or more, as the ‘Z.T. unit’ in the same space. In
this sub-case the crops have been placed in larger parcel sizes along the land side border of
the saline landscape, creating large spaces of color, as most of these crops are quite colorful.
Not only is the functionality increased, but also the visual impact of large colorful fields is
aesthetically pleasing, and creates a nice transition to the normal agricultural land.
Public interaction in a saline landscape which reflects the Genius loci and
culture
Through the 3 sub-cases, we gradually allow the public more into all the areas in the saline
landscape, including the productive areas, without having a negative effect on the productive
aspects of the landscape.We also gradually increase the diversity of the landscape, both in its
architectural form and in the nature development sense. We try to bring a new meaning to
the landscape, one that is productive, caters for all, and is saline, which will be more durable
in the future.
In case B1 the public is limited to the nature areas and to two routes along the borders
of the saline landscape, where the views of the productive areas are only from afar: from
the sea dike or along the transition from the saline landscape to the traditional agricultural
area. The public can therefore see the pond system, but can never really venture very close
to them and truly experience this new form of saline food production Furthermore the
landscape would not seem to be one holistic landscape, as the productive elements in the
landscape would remain isolated and distant to the people.
In case B2 we increased the range of areas to which the public has access. We introduced
a new route, which runs through the middle of the saline landscape, through mainly nature
areas. Along this route there are access points into the productive areas. Here people can
experience the pond system from close by, and various forms of recreation involving even
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some of the ponds. This will contribute much towards a positive attitude from the public
towards this new form of saline farming. Again there are two routes along the borders of the
saline landscape and at certain points they are bundled with the new route, some contextual
follies and recreational activities to create central points for tourists to begin discovering
the landscape form, and use any facilities for tourists which could be situated here (at the
new production area near the harbor, at the narrowest point in the landscape and at the
most southerly part). Although there is now more public interaction, it is in a controlled
way. The public is guided to certain areas, and kept away from other areas. The pond system
would seem rather staged to the public’s eye. Although there are things to do, the landscape
would still not be as if the aquaculture system really belongs there. The forms are still not
truly contextual to the historical and cultural aspects of Zeeland and the landscape would
not seem to enhance these important factors which contribute to the Zeeland experience,
which draws many of the tourists to the region.
We believe case B3 achieves the highest level of public interaction and in the most contextual
way.The positive aspects of the case B2, like the public involvement offered in the productive
areas, are carried also into this case. Here access is given to the public in all the areas while
all the dikes have routes allong or on them. In this way, and though some areas will be
controlled (restricted for public), people will have the sense of freedom in to the landscape
(not hard industrial borders but large water bodies as borders or borders that the nature
creates)
Theory of preferences applied to case B3:
The surface level assessment will reveal to people a landscape that will ‘make sense’ to them,
that they will be able to understand. Both coherence (immediate information) and legibility
(promised information) are present in a high degree since all the elements, that form the new
saline landscape, are banded together in a consistent way and in a holistic system; resulting to
a structured landscape in which you can easily orientate yourself and move into it.
The unconscious assessment will reveal to people a landscape which will excite and attract
them to get involved in, to interact with. And again, both complexity (immediate information)
and mystery (promised information) are present in a high degree since diverse elements (eg.
dikes in different heights, offering at the same time panoramas and refuges, pond and nets]
and complex processes (eg. water systems, fresh-salt transitions) are there to stimulate the
public.
The complex of our system needs to be organized in order to be coherent and with the
inlagen system we are managing to achieve it.
Having all four characteristics present in a high degree (and as an extent the understanding
and involvement into the landscape will be of a great degree) we believe that the saline
polders for the future will be a preferred landscape for the public.
Nature value that is ecologically resilient
With all three sub-cases we tried to create the a-biotic conditions to achieve the development
of as many possible species which belong in an Atlantic coastal biotope. As well as this we
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aimed to facilitate the local estuary species already present on and around the location and
the migratory species which use the delta region as a rest stop to feed and prepare for
their long journeys( in the design tools we mentioned the various factors that influence the
biodiversity within certain habitats within the Atlantic coastal biotope).

In case B1 the nature areas are large isolated areas, entirely separated from the production

areas, except for the large scale saline water system which covers most of the saline
landscape. The value and resilience of the nature in case B1 is evaluated according to the
following factors:
Nature evaluation (case B1)

Variety of nutrient levels – There will be a nutrient transition over one large area. There is
therefore little control over the spread of nutrients in the filter areas.
Variety of water level influxes – The water in the water system descends in phases from the
ponds to the final retention. There are high water influxes in the retention lakes and low
water influxes in the filtering areas, as the water just flows through the area. The water
influxes can be slightly varied by controlling the in and out flow at the retention points along
the system. In the nature areas however, this control is lower as there are fewer retention
points.
Variety of altitudes - Only on the sea dike, existing road dikes and around the nature areas are
there any elevated areas, which would have a salt to fresh water transition on them.
Extensive grazing to increase biodiversity – The large nature areas should attract many migratory
birds which will graze on the saline pioneer vegetation, and invertebrates in the filter areas,
but this is only seasonal.
Lower disturbances (from human activity) – In much of the nature area there will be public
disturbance, to varying degrees, along paths there will be frequent disturbances, but infrequent
in the more isolated areas. Around the retention lakes there will be a higher level of public
interaction than in the filtering areas
Lowering fragmentation - The nature areas are large areas, and completely isolated from the
pond areas, except for the water system.Although large in size, these areas are still fragments
in the saline landscape, and a fair distance apart from each other. There are also several
obstacles, such as roads, between the nature areas.
Facilitating existing species – The nature areas are located near to the sea dike, which is a
habitat for several birds that are found in Zeeland. These species can spread into the nature
areas, giving them extra space to brood, rest and feed. For saline plant vegetation there is
more space for their development.
Encouraging migratory species – The large scale of the nature area will quickly interest migratory
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birds looking for places to feed and rest.
Lower domination risk – Much of the nature areas are under the same conditions, in the filter
areas there is a chance of domination by the nutrient loving species, unless it is strategically
grazed.

In case B2 the nature area is again one large system, but it is more strung out, and connects

all the areas within the saline landscape. The Nature filter area runs centrally through the
productive areas and then ends at the same place as in case B1, in the nature area in the
retaining lakes at the end of the water system. The nature value has been increased in the
productive areas with pockets of nature around the water bodies containing the ponds.
Nature evaluation (case B2)

Variety of nutrient levels – There is a nutrient transition over one large area. Again there is a
minimal control of the spread of nutrients. In time the nutrient levels could accumulate in
some areas, so there would be a risk of domination by species which prefer nutrient rich
conditions.
Variety of water level influxes - Water flushes through the system one or two times a day.There
is a low level of control within the system, only at the retention lakes at beginning and end
phases of the water system. The water influxes are high in these retention areas. The water
influxes will be the same every day, so this will affect the biodiversity negatively.
Variety of altitudes – There are higher lying areas on the sea dike, existing road dikes and low
dikes (1.5m), around the nature areas, for salt to fresh water transitions.
Extensive grazing to increase biodiversity - Grazing can occur in some areas, but would need
to be done in rotation to prevent the domination of certain species, which means human
intervention is needed. Grazing will also occur seasonally by migrating birds which graze on
the saline pioneer vegetation, which will increase species diversity.
Lower disturbances (from human activity) – In much of the nature area there will be public
disturbance, to varying degrees, along paths there will be frequent disturbances, but infrequent
in the more isolated areas. There are now also pockets of nature in the productive areas,
so there will be some levels of daily disturbance in these areas through the production
processes, but this will not be too disturbing, as the many species will get used to this.
Lowering fragmentation – The nature area is one continuous entity in the landscape but still
mainly isolated from the productive areas, except for the water system. There are now also
pockets of nature in the productive areas, so there are more stepping stones created which
facilitates the spread of species. In the nature filter and retention areas the movement of
species should not be restricted.
Facilitating existing species - The nature areas are located near to the sea dike, which is a
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habitat for several birds that are found in Zeeland. These species can spread into the nature
areas, giving them extra space to brood, rest and feed. For saline plant vegetation there is
more space for their development. Around the ponds the pockets of nature should have
different conditions to the nature filter area and retention. In the water bodies around the
ponds, the water fluctuations will be lower, and not frequent, and the nutrient levels will be
lower than in the filter areas. This will result in different species to develop, and increase the
biodiversity of the saline landscape as a whole.
Encouraging migratory species - The large spread of nature through the whole saline landscape
will quickly interest migratory birds looking for places to feed and rest.
Lower domination risk - Much of the nature filter and retention areas are under the same a
biotic conditions, so there is a chance of domination by certain species, unless it is strategically
grazed.
We believe that case B3 achieves the highest level of nature value. It offers the highest level
of flexibility, as the a-biotic conditions of the nature areas can be more controlled, because
of the system of inlagen in which the nature areas are situated. The levels of water influxes
and the frequency of them and the nutrient levels can be more varied, in various areas, than
in cases B1 and B2. In these sub-cases the nature areas are one or more large entities, and
the water is only controlled at the beginning and end phases of the water filter, so nature
management would need to be more excessive and the variety of a-biotic conditions cannot
be achieved.Therefore the chances of domination from certain species in the desired habitat
could start to dominate, lowering the biodiversity of the whole area.
Nature evaluation (case B3)

Variety of nutrient levels – The nutrient levels can be more easily controlled within the structure
of inlagen.There is flexibility by having control over how the water flows through the system,
and the duration that the nutrient enriched water is allowed to remain in the area. If there
is a risk of domination, the flow of nutrient enriched water can be reduced to lower the
levels.
Variety of water level influxes – The water levels in each inlagen is controllable. A variety of
influxes can be created, and at varying frequencies. This can all be utilized to facilitate the
biodiversity in the area.
Variety of altitudes – In this design there are many new dikes around the nature and production
inlagen, creating a variety of altitudes and saline to fresh water transitions, and increases this
particular habitat range.
Extensive grazing to increase biodiversity – The various nature inlagen will be grazed seasonally by
migrating birds.The edges of the nature inlagen and the inlaag dikes will be grazed extensively
by sheep which will increase the biodiversity of the nature inlagen and dikes. Due to the
landscape structure with many dikes, the sheep could possibly even roam the area, with little
intervention, or fences needed.
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Lower disturbances (from human activity) – Because the public is now mainly traversing via the
dike routes, the general level of disturbance will be lower. Not only because the public can
only access the edges of the nature areas, directly from the dikes, but also because most of
the time the public will be at a higher altitude than in the inlagen, meaning the sounds the
public make will be less disturbing. Most of the roads that previously ran through the area
have been removed, leaving only the very essential roads remaining. For example Along the
sea dike there was before a road. This has been partly removed and hence there will no
longer be any disturbances from traffic in this dike zone.
Lowering fragmentation – The isolation of the nature spaces is reduced as everything is
connected, meaning wildlife can colonize other nature areas more easily. Also most of the
roads that were present before have been removed from the landscape, so there are fewer
man made barriers preventing the spread of certain species. This will reduce the chances of
loss of species and the chances are greater that it has been able to spread to another area,
and the gene pool remains. (Meta-population theory, stepping stones)
Facilitating existing species - Because of the flexible nature of this design, it is possible to create
more diversity of species within the Atlantic coastal biotope.With more habitats available on
the inland side of the sea dike, in the previously ecologically impoverished agricultural land,
the species which are present locally will no longer be forced into small isolated pockets
because of the pressure from man on their habitats.
Encouraging migratory species – With species diverse habitats spread over the whole landscape,
the migratory birds will most likely also profit from the new nature value in the landscape.
Lower domination risk – With the flexibility in control over the a biotic conditions, it is less
likely for certain species to start dominating. Extensive grazing of sheep in the area also
reduces the chances of domination, as the edges of the nature areas are accessible to the
sheep, and this disturbance will allow chances for more species to develop.
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designing the

‘saline polder landscape’
[case B3]

bird eye view of the area
between Colijnsplaat and Kats
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fields with saline crops

detail 3

colourful fields of saline crops
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6.2 Conclusions
In case B3, more production achieved in less space, without increasing the visual impact in
the landscape in a negative way. It also means there is more space for extra production or
for other land uses such as nature and recreation.The overall result of this is a more holistic
and multifunctional landscape. And one where it seems like the pond system belongs there,
through the contextual forms and reflecting the soul of Zeeland.
The elements of the pond system that contributed towards the industrial character of the
Z.T. experimental farm, have been transformed and their impact has been minimized to a
degree that the aquaculture landscape has completely lost its industrial character and is
aesthetically more pleasing, and inviting to the public and wild nature.
The culture is reflected in this design by using landforms that are familiar to the island and
reflect the historical fight against the sea to gain and protect valuable agricultural land. Now
when the sea becomes a threat again the new inlagen add a new meaning to the landscape
and a new way to profit from the land, based on saline conditions which will be durable to
the future effects of climate change. And whilst being as profitable, or even more so than
the previous situation, it has a far more positive affect on the local ecosystems than in the
current agricultural landscape.
With the contextual landscape structure and the increased accessibility to the whole
landscape people will be able to understand and to get involved in the saline landscape and
therefore the preference towards this new landscape is increased.
Nature value is drastically increased, and not just in a few isolated areas, but integrated into
all the parts that make up the saline polder landscape. The result for case B3 has the most
ecological value for the following reasons;
The agricultural land has become less impoverished,
The isolation factors are reduced,
There is flexibility over the a-biotic conditions in various areas,
There is a lower level of external disturbances,
The result is more diverse habitats and an increase in the biodiversity and resilience of the
whole area; and contributes towards the habitat guidelines of Nature 2000.
Considering all these positive factors we expect that the new landscape will be socially
accepted. We believe that the new saline symbiosis we have created fulfills our vision for
saline polder landscapes. All the elements in the symbiosis are in harmony, and all have a new
meaning that will better befit the future conditions of the coastal region of the Netherlands.
Furthermore, a new meaning has been given to the landscape, but at the same time the
cultural heritage is respected. Again the landscape reflects the innovation of man, in an area
that in a natural state would look completely different.
Where before reclaiming land and maintaining a fresh water lens was essential to profit
from the land, with the inevitable changes in the influence of salt in the coastal zone, the
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future would need a new situation, and the saline polder landscape will fulfill the same needs
as before, whilst at the same time enhancing many other positive aspects of the landscape.
This new saline landscape could become an example of what is possible in the future, and
contribute towards softening the image of aquaculture and the aversion to saline conditions
in these inner dike situations.
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productive nature

producti
how far can you extend the idea about saline farming?
All areas which, safely, can allow natural processes to take place, to create the ideal conditions for productive nature, where
tidal systems could be used to create a fertile landscape which at the same time facilitates nature development.
·
polders with saline intrusion
·
polders that are planned to inundated
·
creek systems and tidal zones
New types of transition between land and water

ontpoldering

Zimmerman polder
& Fredricia polder

Hedwige
Prospector Polder

proposed areas for ontpoldering

06. productive nature

ve nature
6.1 Location and program
The case study ‘experimental farm’ and the future scenario ‘saline polders’ are inner dike
situations where the outer dike is of good quality and will last for some time. The case
‘productive nature’ would test a more natural symbiosis, utilizing natural tidal influxes
and would also be of an even larger scale, getting as close as is possible to our vision of saline
landscapes. In this thesis this case remained theoretical and is not site specific (research
proposal), though its location could be connected with the locations that have been chosen
for ontpoldering.

ontpoldering
Ontpoldering (=out-pondering: polders that are planned to inundated) is an issue high on the
political agenda. Due to the deepening of shipping routes and the increasing sea levels (due
to climate changes) is causing more tidal influxes in Westerschelde and as an consequence
there is more water pressure eastwards causing flooding problems in Belgium as well as
disturbances to nature habitats.Therefore, 600ha. of salt-fresh tidal nature compensation are
needed on the Westerschelde for the Schelde Verdrag (border treaty with Belgium. Targets:
maintaining shipping routes to Antwerpen and saline nature compensation )
Ontpoldering it is not socially accepted. People are not willing to give their agricultural land
back to the sea so alternatives are needed in order to convince them.
proposed locations for ontpoldering:
- Hedwige Prospector Polder
- Zimmerman polder & Fredricia polder
(proposed by: government initiated advise commission for nature restoration)
We saw this ontpoldering issue as an opportunity for extensive aquaculture in an outer dike
scenario, combined with ‘sublime’ nature in order to create a natural but also productive
environment, where natural forces will determine to a greater extent the hydrological
conditions (eg. tidal influxes). Besides the positive aspects that the increased nature values
will bring, the fact that:
- this land will still be profitable for the people (since still products will be produced in it)
- and coastal defence will be strengthened, getting ready for the future
we believe that these factors could have a positive impact on the people’s perception towards
ontpoldering.
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Objectives of the ‘productive nature’:
How the elements of the unit, can be expressed in a natural way to create “productive
nature”, “new transitions between land & sea” and improve the coastal defence.
_ Production in a Natural context
_ Natural water system based on tidal influxes
_ Nature tourism
_ Sublime tidal nature (with all the visible effects of the tides in the land, an image of what
could be sublime is approached.)
1. Ownership
A national park. Land would be bought by the government, but farmers could still produce
on the land in new ways and in an extensive form.
2. Product range
_Entire range of saline products and also outer dike production products

6.2 criteria & design tools
In this case all four criteria of our formula are involved. Coastal defence criterion is
incorporated as the sea is let in the existing landscape and safety becomes more significant.

the formula
our VISIONAL LANDSCAPES
holistic
landscapes
multifunctional

REQUIREMENTS

=

economic
viability

( sustainable )

+

Genius Loci

ecologic
resilience

safety

Soul of Zeeland

+ ( sustainable /durable ) +

(flooding /
sea and rivers)

criterion 2:
PUBLIC
INVOLVEMENT

criterion 3:
NATURE
VALUES

criterion 4:
COASTAL
DEFENCE

&

&
SOCIAL
ACCEPTED

criterion 1:
PRODUCTION
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The case ‘productive nature’ is the other end of the analytical framework to the experimental
farm and has mainly emphasis on the nature value criterion and on the coastal defence
criterion.

emphasis on:
production

public
involvement

nature values

+

coastal defence

design tools
The design tools principles and the conclusions, that are connected to the three first criteria
and derived through their analysis/testing in the case ‘experimental farm’ and ‘saline polders’,
are brought also into this case but further research is needed, since this case is of a different
nature than the previous ones. A new research on design tools concerning the criterion
coastal defence is also essential.

6.3 analytical components
1. Percentage of space: Private/Public/Nature
In this case a relationship with more space for nature should be tested, for example 70% of
the area for nature, in which 10% can be utilized also from public involvement, and 20% for
production.

2. Technique - The Composition of the elements that form the unit
- Farmers that give up their agricultural land can still grow products of a saline nature
- New markets based on saline products will grow
- New technological advances in aquaculture techniques need to be researched:
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Productive dikes
The ponds can be positioned in a double dike system at the fringes of the area. This double
dike system will also add to the coastal defence.

sketch of the double dike pond system
fresh water agricultural land

‘productive nature’

Production in nature
Other types of productive ‘pockets’ (eg. smaller dike systems) can also be placed in some
parts of the nature area and in harmony with it.; with the minimum of human interaction
concerning working activities in order not to disturb the nature system (eg. harvesting
without machinery).

productive pockets
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examples of productive ‘pockets’ / units within the ‘pockets’
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examples of harvesting in nature
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3. water system
A new natural and sustainable hydrological system, with minimal control based on tidal
influxes in the Westerschelde.
- The sea water enters into the system and with tidal influxes flashes (refreshes) the ponds
which are situated in the double dike system in the fringes of the area, and are integrated
into the coastal defence system.
- In low tide the water draws back and carries waste nutrients from ponds into nature for
filtering. The productive pockets / units in nature are flashed too.
- Then the water returns to the sea estuaries.

LAND

LAND

≈2km

≈2km

high tide

LAND

LAND

≈2km

Schematic representation
_low tide
SEA

LAND

LAND

≈2km

Schematic representation
_high tide
SEA

PONDS IN DOUBLE DIKES

PONDS IN DOUBLE DIKES

‘PRODUCTIVE POCKETS’

‘PRODUCTIVE POCKETS’

SALINE NATURE FILTER

SALINE NATURE FILTER

low tide
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4. public involvement
- in the form of nature tourism
- European landscape!! Tourist interest, for rare European landscape type
- sublime, truly saline experience

examples of public involvement in nature

bird watching

collecting saline products
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5. nature value
- a substantial contribution to the E.H.S.
- benefits to the water quality in the Westerschelde, improved nutrient conditions
- high nature value due to sweet to salt transitions and tidal influxes
- Bring back habitats that were originally there

6 coastal defence
- Safer now and in the future, with the sea rising, and climate changes
- Schor development would raise the altitude of the land, which is now dangerously
low
- Lower the flooding risks towards the east, by reducing tidal pressure

experiencing tidal nature
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6.4 conceptual design

of the case ‘productive nature’
sketch of the double dike pond system
fresh water agricultural land

‘productive nature’

1.
high tide

low tide

2.

3.

productive units in/between smaller dike systems
(‘pockets’)
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